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Nash and Hogancamp Become Vice-PresidentS
Blackburn Named
Arts, Science Dean;
Tibbs Acting Dean

Applications for Judicial Board
Are Due by 6p. m. Tomorrow
The deadline for applications
Cor membership on the Judicial
Board is 6 p.m. tomorrow, according to ~ncer &>loman, 9)
president.
"Only seven sludenls have apo
plied lh•~ fa•·." said Solomon
·'We need double or: triple that

number. ••
,\11

applications

.,hould be

mailed to &udent Government,
Box 1094 College Station; or

slipped under the door or the
Shtdent Organization office.
To bp l'llgible a student must
be a junior or senior {fall scme-

May 9Is Deadline
For Applications
On Absentee Votes
Students who wUl bcawayCrom
thetr home counties on prlm.,ry
election day, May 28, are candidates Cor absootee ballots, according to ~ct'Ctar:)' or State Elmer Begley,
These studN\ts must apply for
abscmlee ballots by May 9, Appllcadon mu.s1 be made to the
county-eourt clerk In the student's home counties, Mr. Beg·
ley etddoo.
'l'he application must be notarized, After a candidate's preference is lndicated, the ballot must
also be notarized and returned
to the county court clerk's office.
Persons registered as .i.ndependunts cannot vote in the primary elections.
Candidates chosen In U1e primary eleelloo will represent
their parties In the Nov, 5 el-

ection.
Kentuclcy u!les the convention
method instead or a primary
Lo choose dekgates to tl1e national conventions of the majOr
American parties. Prc!l1dential
electors to be voted on In NGvembcr are also chosen In distrlct and state conventions.

ster) and must have a 2.5 cumu-.
la.ti.w g1·adc standing,
The Student Organization wUl
~elect 14 can<lidatcs from among
tho applicants. Or. ~rks will
choose seven of these a:; members or the Judicial Board.

'fhe duties and rcsponsibilJUes
of the Jltdlcial D o r d wUl be
e:\pandcd ne:d ,year, S':llomon
said.

a

Dr. W. G. Nuh

Dr. T. G. Hogancamp

·• Any student who wantb a hearing should contact the Student

Organization as ~oon as possible
arter Ute infractl<>n, .. he said.

" A student desiring a hearIng should write a letter to the

Student Organization, and a meeting or the board will be callc<L' •
Tha ,JudfcialBoardhearscascs
lnvolviug student lnCracflons of
unh·ersity rules. It serves a:. an
advisory council to Ure administration.

Tickets Available
For May 19 Show
With Rock Group
T.ickets are now'OIJ safe in the
SUB for the Lovin' Spoonful coocert ~ 19 at 4 p.m. in Cutchin

S1.adi.wn.
Price oC admission Is 50 cents
for Murray State students and
fooulty.sl.afl .and $1 {~ a11
others.
Aecordlng to Max Russell. coocert chairman, the concet1. will
be held hootenanny st}lle. Shr
dents may bring blankets and
spread them on the atad!urn
Brass t.o ait on. Those who prefer
can stt izl U1e bl;ooc:hers.
ln ease of rain, the concert. will
be held in the Sports Area<t.

Tickel'l ~e elso available at
Srot.tts Drugs. Loom's M~
Shop, aDd Owck's MUSic Ceater.

~

idl•s.s.

The board also appointed Mr.
{ Cclnti~Jued on p_,. 2)

Chamber's Dinner
Dr. W. G. Blackburn
Honors Dr. Woods
Dr. Phillip Tlbba
MSU to Ring With Song For 'Civic' Worth

This Afternoon at 5:30
The judges wlll be the vocal .
Join in an ' 'All-Campus Sing,
this afternoon at 5:30 on the Li- racultY or the music departml•nt.
The ••Sing" will feature llghl
brary steps.
The "Sing" is sponsored by secular music.
Participating dorms arc: EliSigma Alpha Iota, an international music h"atemity for WG- zabeth, Ordway, C1ark,andWells
Hall.
men.
Six sororities Will participate:
Alpha Delta Pi, Alpha Gamma
Delta, Alpha Omicron Pi, Alpha Sigma Alpha, l\appa Della, and Sigma Sigma Sigma.
Only five fraternities have
•
entered: Pi Kappa Alpha, Sigma P1, Bl!ta Sigma, Alpha 'l'au
Omega, and Sigma Chi.
Sigma Alpha Iota and Phi Mu
Approximately 80 outstanding
Alpha v.111 perform during Interseniors have been awarded scho- mission while the judges decide
larships or Sl50 by the 13oard or on the winners.
Regents, according to Mr. Charles l.eroy J;11dridge, director or
field services.
The 80 seniors are: ,Joyce
I. ynn 1\Jcker, Fulton City High;
Fonda Sue Adams, Fulton County !Ugh; Philip Everett Wa.t·d,
The MSU Alumni Association
Hickman County High; Virginia has awarded scholal·shlpsof;>400
Ann Terry, Cnrllste CmmtyHigh; each totGoutstandlnghigb-school
Chetj' l t\nn Kins and Peggy Jean senior£, according to :Mr.
Cooper, Bal1ard 1\femorial High; Charles LcroyEJdrltige, director
Mary Elizabe-th Edds, lteidland of rield services.
High; Mary Karen Scudd~·r, PaThe 16 seniors arc:
ducah Tilghmzm.
Robert Scott Kimbro, Hickman
Clyde Russell Y.' rcochandJcan- County lligb; Phyllis Jane Hobbs,
ctte Noles, t3cnton llfgh; Sheri Cat•lisle County High; Philip Kim
Jeanette Oliver and Nnnc~ Carol Smith, IJniversftySchooi;Stephon
Smith, l'\orth Marshall High; Pat- A. Williams, Livingston Cenu·aJ
rlcla .Ann Walker and Mnry Jean High; E ldon F. James, Crittcnqcn
Thomas, Mayfield High.
County nigh; ,Joseph D. Gray,
'I'imothy Crt•la Stark, Cuba; Caldwell County lligh; Susan OJ.
Cindy l.ou Fuqua, FarmingtOn; ane Conner, Henderson City High;
Ronald Gene Tyler, Lowes: SuJettie Carol Vaught, Bremen;
san .Diannl' Crldcr, Sedalia Jligh; Curtis B. Dennison Jr., LollchVIcki Jean Thompson, Symso11- Cield; Jean Reoee Logsdon. Hart
la.
~iemorlaJ: William E. Kerrick,
Paulette Johnson, Symsonia: Elizabethtown High; Douglas~
Jan Erwin Cooper and 1\da Sue Farmer, DuPont Manual; Mary
Hutson, Murray High, Cathy Lou Rose Stevens, Pleasure Ri~;
Harris, Calloway County; David Barbara Jean Peterson, lr<XIuois;
Otley Sinclair, UnlvcrsitySchool; Donna Lee Ball, Shelby County
WilHam Joseph Handley and High; and l<a.ren Lynn Hugley,
Penny Bridgc5, Trigg Count.Y Lam:ast.or High, Lancaster. TexHtgb: Richard Henry Peek Jr., as.
Livingston Central Hlgh; Glcma
The wirmers will be presented
Jane Tosh, CrJttenden County their scholarships at the amual
allll'l'lni blrlluet May :!5ln the SUB.
(Callli& u• . . P. . . 6)

$150 Grants Given
80 Fall Freshmen
By Murray State

Alumni Association
Awards 16 Grants
For Fall Sernester

a.

GO GIT 'EM ••••• Tickets are now on .. In the SUB fw ttw
concert with The Lovin' s.-onfut Students,
facVtty, staff! ancl admlnistraton will M admHt.cl for 50 ~. All
otlw1l wm De charted Sl. Tht
will •J~PHr May 1t In
~wotet ..,.,..,y.atyle

Cutchin Shtclhnn.

.,..up

Dr. William G. Nash, dean
of the faculzy and of the School
of Arts and S:lences, and Dr.
Thomas G. llogancamp, dean of
the ScOOol of Business, were
appointed vtce-pr~sidents at the
Board or Regents meeting Monday.
Dt•, Nasb was appolnled vi.coprcsldcnt for academic affairs,
and Dr. Hogancamp was named
vice-president for admlnistmlive
affulrs. .Both arc newly-created
positions.
Dl'. W. G. 13lacld>uro, chairman or the chemistry dt-partment. will succeed Dr. !\ash as
dean or the S:ho<il or Arts and
Sciences. D1·, Pete Pam:cra,prGfcssor of chemistry, wns name~
to fill the ' 'acancy lel't by Dr.
Bla<.'kbum.
Dr. Phlll ip Tibbs, business
professor, has been named act.ing dean of the &hool of Bus-

Named "Man of the Yeart• In
1959, Dr. Ralph H. Woods, president emeritus of MSU, was
cliOflcn as "Man or the Half Century" by the Murray Chamber o!
Commerce at their 41st annual
banquet last week.
'Tribute was paid to Dr, WO()(U
by Mr. Max B. Hurt, president..
elect of the MSV Alunml Associailon. Tit~ speaker outlined the
growth of Murray State and the
eonununity that could bcottirlbuted to Dr. Woods.
Presently there are 51 buildings Cl1 the Murray State campus, and 41 of these were added
while Dr. Woods was in office.
When he first came to Murray in
1945 there were 565 students and
62 professors. This !all there
wert• 7,0l8 students aJld 376 prGfessors.
!Continwcl on P• ... 20)
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Budget of $14.5 Millions for 1968-69 Approved by Regents
(Continued from Page 1)

M. c. Garrott, public relations
ofCicer at Morehead State University, to succeed Mr. M. 0 .
Wrather as director or public relations. Mr. Wrather was promoted to executive vice-president in January, but has continued
with his former duties as well.
Mr. Garrott attended Murray
State and was in advertising and
public relations for a private industry before joining the Morehead staff two years ago. He has
a son and a daughter enrolled at
Murray.
.
All or the appointments made
by the board will become ef·
fective July 1.
The board also approved a
budget or nearly $14.5 million
for the next fiscal year. The 196&69 budget calls for the expenditure or $14,496,836. Proposed
general fund expenditrues total
$9,872,269, with the restricted
fund amounting to $4.624.567'
fund amounting to $4,624, 567.
Mr. Preston. W. Ordway, bus-iness manager, told the board

that the budget is based on the
legislative appropriation or $6,
214, 200 for the comingyear, plus
anticipated receipts !rom tuition,
fees, and room and board payments.
Anticipated revenue was figured using a projection that Murray would have a full-time
ecp.rivalent enrollment or 6,950
students next fall and about 400
fewer in the spring, Mr. Ordway
said.
He added that the budget is
"the best he has ever presented. " President Harry M. ~rks
supported this, and stated that
it would bring Murray in line
with other state institutions with
respect to teachers' salaries.
"The budget will make Murray
competitive.''
Monday's meeting was the first
to be attended by non-voting representatives of the faculty and
student body. Dr. W. G. Read,
chair man or the physics depa~
ment, and ~ncer Solomon, Benton, the president of the ~udent
Organization, were present.
Another new member , Mr. J oe

Whittle, a Leitchfield attorne.v. the cost will eventually be finwas also sworn in. Mr. Whittle anced by Consolidated Ecilcat.war recently appointed to the ional Buildings Bonds.
Dr. ~rks stated that bids
board by Gov. Louie B. Nunn.
probably will be taken in June
The board also voted to grant on the six-story Fine Arts additscholarships, beginning nextfall, ion. It will be located on 15th
to the president, secretary, and st. acUacent to the Auditorium.
concert chairman or the student
Bids on the academic--athletic
government. The student govern- complex to be built in the ex·
ment president will receive a full treme northeast corner of the
scholar ship, while the secretary campus will probably be taken
and concert chairman will have
their tuition paid,

in August, he said. The complex
will include a 16,80()-seat stadium and instructional (JJarters
for the military-science depan..
ment.
Dr. ~rks also told the board
that bids on the general class-room buildings may be taken
in October. The eight-story structure will be located on the west
side of campus, between Wells
Hall and the Auditorium.

The student ac tivity fee has
been increased by $1 per semester. The new rate of $2.50
per semester will allow the ~u
dent Organization to expand its
services next year and bring
better lecturers to the campus,
accord~ to Solomon.
The board aJ so approved the
naming of the university's agricultural engineering building
for Prof. E. B. Howton, chair·
man of the agricultural department. He has been a member of
the MSU faculty since 1937. Formal dedication of the building is
schcdlled for May 15.

Mr. M. 0. Wrather was ap..
pointed chairman of a committee to plan the formal inauguration of Dr. ~rks as president or
Murray State. The event wUI take
place next fall.
Dr. ~rks was authorized by

CINEMA 11.A series of distinquishecl foreign films to be shown on
successive Saturday Evenings at 11 :00 p. m.

SATURDAY EVENING, MAY 4th, 11 P. M.

the board to appy to the 0&partment of Housing and Urban
Development for a loan to const ruct a 396-bed women's dormitory.
The dorm, estimated to cost
about $2.5 million, will be built
on the east side or the campus
nP.ar White Hall.
Dr. ~ks pointed out that
there is a shortage of women's
housing at Murray and thatcoeds
al ready are living in housingorlginallv designated for men.
The president was also authorized to arrange for interim financing of up to $12 million so
planning may proceed for the
construction or an addition to
the Fine Arts Bldg, a general
classroom building, and an academic..athletic complex.
SPRING IS A DOGWOOD BLOSSOM .•• .. TheN'a Mthlnt like
Mint young end hevlng dogwood blossoma to there with e apeclel
It was pointed out that at least
friend In the spring. Sherint their first ere Connie S.vells (left}, $1 million of the cost of the
de"8ht.tr of Mr. end Mrs. Calvin Sevells, end Mery Merteret Wer· structures would be defrayed by
,...,, deught.r of Mr. end Mn. Earl Werren J r.
federal grants. The remainder of

Rockefeller Group
Starts Draft Move
Choice: Rockefeller has been
formed as a national studentyouth committee supporting Nelson Rockefeller for the Republican presidential nomination.
Mr. Bruce Kelley, executive
director, said that the initial
activities will be a nationwide
petition drive to obtain signatures on a •'Rockefeller Regis-ter, " and support of Gov. Rockefeller in campus and state mock
elections.

SALE! SALE!
%OFF
v

DOUGW MARC

• Sldrts
• Suits

y

DARLINE
• Swim Suits

v

Mr. Kelly said that Choice:
Rockefeller's primary purpose
is to mobilize the students and
young people of the nation as a
catalyst of a draft movement.

FASIDOR
TAl·
HOIJ.AID
DRUGS

AU SlACKS

There IS a w1de selection of films today,
playing in theatres for the pleasure of the
selective movie· goer. They cover the spectrum
from suspense to drama to comedy, But
there is a unique motion picture
that is different from all of these.
It may be said that lit is the only film of its
ki nd. It is called "Mademoiselle". Certainly
many films have probed t he mysterious psyche
of woman, but this courageous picture
reveals a shockingly different aspect of
the female. Jean Genet 's story shows what
can happen to a woman who is loveless.
As the f ilm plunges into t he roots of her evil.
it is unflinching and unsparing, with a realism
no other motion picture has ever attempted.
Jeanne Moreau magnificently portrays this
helpless woman who unleashes her frustrations
in a turbulent night of love with an itinerant
worker. Tony Richardson's direction is
hailed as better than his
widely acclaimed "Tom Jones" .
See "Mademoiselle". You will never forget it.

• Swim Suits
• Sportswe1r
• Blou..,

The organization also conducted a stepped up campaign
for Rockefeller in Choice '68,
the ll.ltionwide poll or colleges
and universities which was sponsored by Time m9.gazine last
week.

ALO

y

SUMME SUEDE

• In Bright Colors

%OFF
y

LADY BOSTONIAN SHOES

$3.11 aU
v

ANY DRESS

THIS ONE IS
TRULY DIFFERENT!

y

TONYRICHARDSON'S
MISS BAINE
• Ungerie

Campus Casual
DIXIB.AND SHOPPING CENTER

0

ffMADEMOISELLE"
JEANNE
MOREAU

,

ETTOREMANNI

Ste....no by JEAN GtNEI

o""'t4 b1 IONV RICHAROSON
AWOOOfAU filM
PANAVISION•
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RFK·for-President
Qpen Meeting Set
For 6:30 Tonight
Richard Key, Louisville, chairman of the Kennedy-for-President
Committee, has extended aninvitation to everyone to attend the
organization's meeting at 6:30 tonight in 115 Wilson Hall.
Plans will be made to bring
Sen. Robert Kermedy, presidential candidate, to Murra,y State.
Key said, "We feel that students on the campus should know
about the candidate and general
pubHc should know who the candiate Is."
Last weekend members' or the
organization went to Evansville,
to conduct a shopping-center and
a door-to-door canvass Cor their
candidate.
The organization is headed by
a steering committee composed
of John Marshall, Paducah; Carol L'hester, Kirksey; Buell
Stalls, Murray; Max Russell, New
Concord; and Ken Harmon, Perryville,
The advisers are Mr. Charles
Hinds and Miss Betty Bowen
of the Library stafi.
The advisers and the steering
committee urge all students to
attend the meeting tonight so a
solld organization can be start..

ed.
Key said, "This strong campus
committee is mandatory if we
expect our attempts to have Sen.
Kennedy speak at Murra,y State
to be successful.''

Fall Photographers
Needed; Students
Should Apply Now
Students with experience in
photography who would like to

work

in

the university pho-

tography division next fall should

see Mr. Earl Warren. university photographer, Immediately.
The jobs pay $1.15 an hour with
a maximum of 15 hours a week
work. Students applying for these
positions must have photographic
and darkroom experience, according to Mr. Warren.
These students must be willing
to work weekends. They will be
assigned to taldng pictures tor
publicity, sports, and news media.
Tho~e applying should bring
samples or their work if possible
and be willing to take trial pic·
tures during the interview.
Applications should be made
in the Publici!,)• Office on the
Courth floor of the Administration Bldg. or by phoning 762-
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Shams Speaks to LAP
About US in Viet Nam

By Jim Abernathy
Mohammad Shams, a senior
majoring !n physics and math,
told the Loyal Americans Cor
Peace his theories concerning
the US committment in Viet !\am
at Wednesclay's meeting.
"The US is wrong if it is trying to prevent communism in
Viet Nam," Shams said. "The
people In the country are neutral; they don't want our help.
All we are doing is helping the
existing government spread communism."
A student asked, "Are these
your own personal opinions'?.,
"Yes", replied Shams. Healso stated, "I am using my emotions; maybe I should be using
logic.''
To explain his theories, Shams
used his own country, Persia.
•'In my country the money the
US sends is kept by the king. The
people never see this money.
Our government is using the money for its own benefit."
A student asked, "Would you
say that the money the LS is
sending to Persia ls being pocketed and sl_lent to help spread
communism?"
"Yes," Shams replied.
Miss Alice McCampbell, history department, asked, " How
would you say that we should
send aid to a country?"
"We should Cind a country
\\here the government is supported by the mass of people In its
country, this would be the country that our aid would help,"
Shams answered.

May 20 Set as D..dline
For Payment of All Debts
All debts and unpaid fees must
be paid by May 20, according to
Mr. P. \V. Ordway, business man-

ager.
All unpaid bills must be paid
in the Cashier's Office, 225AAdministration Bldg. between 8:30
and 4 on weekdays.

A letter from a man in Viet
Nam was read by a LAP member. The soldier said the only
thing he didn't have to worry
about ln VIet Nam was the fact
that he couldn't be drafted and
sent there. He also said that
he realized that President Johnson "Isn't capable or leading
the war because he fled like any
mob gangster would.''
"Uptight With the Draft" and
"Kentuckians Speak Out on Viet
Nam" were among the leaflets
and pamphlets distributed at the
meeting,
Joe Wade explained the llterature and told the group the organization would be purchas~
more to be distributed at future
meetings.
Dr. Bill Malone, history department, asked what had hap.
pened to the literature table the
organization was going to have
in the SUB.
Mike Du!fy replied that the organization's constitution had not
been approved by the administration and therefore LAP were
unable to use campus facllities.
Dr. Malone suggested that the
organization should write a letter to tho editor of The News
explaining the goals of the organization so more people would
know about the Loyal Americans
tor Peace.

Loan Applications
Deadline Is Today,
McDougal Warns
Today is the last day !or submission of financial aid applications for :-;atfonal Defense Student Loans, Educational Opportunity Grants, and Federal WorkStudy employment,
Accord~ to Mr. Johnny McDougal, coordinator of student
financial aid, these are for students seeking assistance for the
fall term. His office is 317
Administration Bldg.

AND MINE TOO . . . • . Joe Rotrers, Cadiz, submits hls work to
Geore-, Murray, fOf" the Kappa PI art fraternity's annual
Art Auction. The auction will be from 7 till 9:30 tonight.

J~lfer

~Rt:\t:\o fr' :1::
f//(J(l(7{J
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continuous showing

from 1 p . m . Da ily
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Murray Drive-In Theatre
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No. 1Song on LAP's Top 40:
'Don't' by The Dean's Men
The Loyal Americans for Peace
ran into perhaps their biggest, and
definitely the most distasteful, administrative roadblock Friday.
lAP members had decided to
sponsor a dance at the City Park on
Chestnut Street. They hired an offcampus sound truck to publicize
the dance.
With a lAP member at the microphone the truck made one tour of
the campus informing students of
the free dance - location, time, etc.
The announcer even refrained from
urging military-science students to
attend the "Dance for Peace" instead of the "Military Ball" which
also was held Friday night.
As the truck started its second
tour later that day, Col. Lance E.
Booth, director of security, and a
campus policeman arrived ..
Col. Booth told the lAP members
in brief - but strong terms - that
they had to stop using the truck .
"He didn't give any reason for
this action," said the silenced LAP
announcer. "If there was a rule
against using the sound truck, he
didn't tell us about it."
Another member said, "He just
said 'Don't.' He was short on words
and short on manners."
It seems ironic that LAP ran into
difficulty in promoting this activity.
The dance was perhaps the most
"peaceful" thing the organization
has undertaken.
'We did not feel we were invading anyone's privacy or breaking
any rules. We obtained permission
from the city to have the dance. lf
we needed a permit to use the
sound truck, we did not know it."
The News asked Col. Booth why
he had forced the organization to
stop announcing their dance. He
replied, "You will have to ask Dean
Sparkman about it. I really don't
know."
Dean Sparkman, when contacted,
said: We heard their announcement

and checked to see if they had llJ>
plied for an application through my
office. They had not applied to hold
the dance. We did not stop them
from announcing because they
were causing a disturbance, but because they had not cleared an aJ>
plication through my office.
LAP members said they could not
keep written notices about the
dance posted in the SUB. Such
notices on the doors were removed
because "the tape soiled the glass."
A notice attached to a wire stand
was also removed.
The main objection raised by the
lAP members contacted by The
News was the manner in which they
were treated.
This seems to be a case of certain administration officials picking
at straws to inhibit the growth of
"unhealthy" organizations.
The Loyal Americans for Peace
felt that if a fraternity or a sorority
had been the sponsors of the dance,
milder treatment would have resulted. We agree. <Yes, the LAP
dance was held.)
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T..timonl•l to the Rile of Spring

MSU Shows Nothing in 'Choice '68'
But the Ultimate in 'National' Apathy
The student turnout for the
Choice '68 poll April 24 was the
ultimate in apathetic gestures.
Only 600 students voted in the
Time-sponsored mock election. The
poll was designed to measure student support for presidential candidates and test opinions on major
world issues.
MSU students showed Time,
little, except a lack of interest in expressing opinions on the Viet
Namese war and other issues which
are causing a great deal of excitment on campuses where there are
true students.
A group of people sitting around

Universities' Future Depends
On Three-Sided Co-operation
Ball State, like the other 31
"emerging universities," finds itself suddenly large, complex, and
uncertain as it moves out of the
late 1960s and approaches 1970.
In that year, an estimatt:d 27,000
students will come to this campus
for an education.
While buildings have seemed to
rise up overni'::lnt, facilities still fail
to meet the demands of a growing
enrollment.
Although the faculty has continued to grow, students continue
to be faced with closed classes and
~ severe lack of new ones.
After 50 years Ball State has
come a long way- yet, on the
threshold of 1970, a new journey
now lies ahead.
Ball State now covers over 575
acres. The total value of its buildings, land, and equipment is close
to $72 million.
· Size and worth have made Ball
State, like its 31 contemporaries,

A~O AF1£R

a power seeking both its purpose
and direction.
The answer lies in a careful Introspection on the part of the administration.
What worked yesterday cannot
work today. Most definitely, past
tradition can do nothing constructive to meet new challenges.
The success or failure of the
"emerging universities" lies In the
willingness of administrators to
change their philosophies to meet
the needs of students, faculty, end
the educational needs of both.
This means involving both students and faculty in mapping the
future of Ball State, as well as the
other "emerging universities."
Without co-operation and effective communication between administration, faculty, and students,
the "emerging university" will be
nothing more than an "educational
fad" recorded by history In the
year 1970. - Ball State News

Murray State's oblong campus seem
to think their mere presence make
them entitled to being called students. A so-called student may read
every book and memorize every
poem, but if he doesn't have opinions of his own or the desire to express them, he is no more intelligent
than a machine. Such "students"
graduate with degrees, but without
education.
Polls such as Choice '68 are Important because they offer students
a chance to voice their opinions nationally. Through such polls students can show their concern for
the condition of our country
Murray State students are not doing their part. We are letting students on other campuses carry the
load. We sit and wait for others to
gain student freedoms and a greater
voice in world affairs for us.
It is time for MSU students to
wake up. Your opinions voiced
locally and in national polls can
achieve greater results than you
think.
Let us begin to become students.

The Murray Stote News
Murray State University
1235 College Station
Murray, Ky. 42071
Enlilnd as ._.s.aass mall at 1M post oHice
In MurtfiY, ICy.
NotiOnal ,...,,_latlve Is Nail-l Educational
AdVertising S«vlces, 3110 Lexington Ave., New Yont.
N. Y. 10017.
Tlle MurrG"t State News Is publllhed tiCICII w.ct-

netdcry marn11111 In file fall and spring ...,..ters
(elCCIIPf
duriiiCI
holidays, perlacb, and

rtolstratlonl b\1 1M Journalism students under the
direction of Prof. L. H. Edmondson. Oplnlonl expr-...c~ thole of the editor IW otlltr alontd
wr1tws; those oPinions clo not r . - t 1M
Journalism foollty tW the university ocimlnlstratws.

Sure is hard to get back to tbe old

grind • . • get up, bate your room.m.ate

lOr wakl.ni you, drink sour orange )wce,
fall up the bill, eet bo class, find out your
teacher didn't show, go back to the dorm
again, get in bed and start the whole
routine over two hours later.
Spring break .is such a Dice change of
pace that it instills in most of us the conviction that an education can't be worth
leaving the Heaven·like surroundmgs 01
a sandy beach and shirting sun, or hours
upon hours spent in sheer laziness . . •
But there lB always an April 22 when
we're in the heiibt of happiness, and it's
probably a eood thing. Anything gets bor·
tng after a while - even sand·and·sun
land.
Did you ever send anytbl.ng through
the eampus mall?
H ever you're arucioua to get anything
delivered in a hurry, you had better de·
liver it yourself.
ActuaUy the saow part of the process
is getting it picked·UP in the fint place.
After that tbe procedure is relatively
effecient.
Sometimes the same pieces of mail lie
in one of the wire pick·UP baskets for
several days before the Murray State
"People Express" comes to coUect and
redistribute it.
The false impression which having
such a service leaves is confusinJ, be·
cause it does not function effectentiy.
Maybe it would be better to do away
with it so that everyone would realize
the necessity of dell.vering those things
that need to reach the receiver 1n a
hurry.

Have you noticed the construction that
has been goine on since we have returned?
The sidewalk crew is hard at work
bulldiDg blgb walkways in the Elizabeth
Hall parking lot.
Now coeds can m.isa many ol. the puddles on the way to the cafeteria after a
spring shower.
Only .Problem is that they are occupyiDe valuable parldo& spaces. Perhaps,
though ,thia is the leaaer of the two evils.
Student apathy was extremely ap.
parent durin& the rec:ent "Choice '88"
e)ection.

We always complain that students
should show more interest in the student
eledbla1 Likewise, there should be more
interest m the affairs of our nation.
Edllor·I,..Qj"llf --·--·~--..·Gerald Llllll
It's trite, I realize, but still quite true:
Buslrwss Manager
Paul ICnue
Ntwa Editor
ICelll\ Law,_ The future of our nation rests in your
Sporta Editor -----....·-- - - - Kart Harr1aon hands
and mine - and we're too
Feature Editor
haaV Dwyer
wamen•s l!dltor
- 0.. Mdlls apathetic to even put forth enough effort
to cast a baUot for oar choice for the next
cartoonist -·-· - -- .... ·-··- Jae Staton
AUt. Newt Editor
Scmdra Lawrwa
president of our country.
Special Writers - - Gaty Grvce, Martin IC.ody,
It's a sad situation! Did you cootribute
and Tom MatiMws
Cotnv ~ to the apathy?
Office Monaoer - -
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SURPASSES HER &ROTHER:

Spring Exam Schedule
Friday, May 24 ---- ··--------·-- Day of study. No
classes will meet on
this date.
I

I

Saturday, May 25 ·--- -- 7:30- 3:30-4:4S Tih classes
10:00- English 100, 101, and
some sections of
English 102 as
announced by
instructor. Education

311.

Monday, May 27 ----- 7:30-4:30 MWF classes
10:00- 7:30-8:45 Tih classes
1:00 - 1:30 MWF classes
3:30- 7:30 MWF classes
Tuesday, May 28

7:30- 10:30 MWF classes
10:00 - 11 :30-12:45 Tih
classes

1:00- English 102 other
than those scheduled
for 10:00 a. m. on
Saturday, May 28
3:30 - 12:30 MWF classes

Wednesday, May 29 _ 7:30 - 2:30 MWF classes
10:00 - Chemistry 100, 101,
l 02, l 04, 105, 106.
1:00 - 1:30-2:45 TTh classes
3:30 - 11 :30 MWF classes
Thund•y, May 30 ---- 7:30- 8:30 MWF classes
10:00 - 3:30 MWF classes
1:00 - 9:30-10:45 Tih
classes

3:30- 9:30 MWF cl asses
In classes w ith laboratory periods, eithe r the class
period or the laboratory hour may be used. Examinations must be he ld at the t ime scheduled an·d must
not be rearranged to suit t he conve nience of students
or instructors.
Examinations in e ve ning and Saturday classes will
be held at the regular class periods during the week
of May 20-25.

Pat Sets SightS on '72 Olympics
By Debby Kern

Once upon a time there was
no girls' track team at Owensboro High School~ and blond, blueeyed Pat Ward was more than a
little disappointed, And then in
her sophomore year a girls'
track team was started, and Pat
began to pursue her wish to
run track. Now, four years later,
she's still r unning, but not Cor
Owensbore>-for Murray S t a t e
University, and she's glad to be
here.
The only girl in her family,
Pat has two older brothers, one
of whom was on the track team
(high jump). He is really the one
who began her interest; she saw
him jump and she began to high
j ump also.
"I liked to run, " she states
simply. So she began rwming,
developing her skills espectally
in tho high jump and in hurdles.
She asserts that now she can
probably beat her brother at the
high jump, much to his distress.
Pat now participates in four
events- the hurdles, the 880-yard
run. the high jump, and the javelin throw. Of these She likes the
880 the best, and reels that she
bas the best chance oC wirmlng
in this event.

do it," she affirms, "but there
just isn't enough equipment, and
what there is, isn't sufficiert,"
But she speaks with enthusiasm
and optimism ot her team.
For her coach, Margaret Simmons, Pat has nothingbutpraise.
"She's nothing but the best," she
declares emphatically. She has
been on a track team herselt,
so she knows what she is about.
Pat was especially impressed
with the fact that Coach Simmons gets out and runs with the
girls.
On crutches for several
weeks from a leg injury, Pat
Is n<1t'f glad to be out and running. In fact, the first couple
of da3s she practicalJ.y spent
all her l'ree time down at the
track. One c:l her close friends
remarked that she was so glad
to be running that "she seemed
to be smiling all over." A11 c:l
her friends attest that she is very

wrapped up in her rwming. And
tightly so - in high school she
set state records for hurcDes
and high jump, so there are a
great number oC things she ~
do In her college track career.
One c1 her greatest ambitions
is to go to the '72 Olympics.
This Is Ole thing in the future
that she looks forward to most.
She plans to compete in javelin
throw and the 880. The latter
she thinks she bas a good chllnce
in "if I bring my time down
32 seconds. And I think I can
do it if l keep at it."
Farther in the future is her
aspiration to teach in high school,
~e hopes to have her own track
team then, and to contribute to
bringing girls' sports up to date.
For anyone- who wishes to start
a career in track, she advises
starting ol1 slow. "It takes a
lot c1 time,'' she said. And you
have to really like it and be willing to give that time .

One event that she participated
in high school, which Is noDexistent In college girls' track,
was the sottball throw. She set
scveraJ records Cor the state in
this event, and she was regarded as third in the nation in the
event. A coach in the Owensbor o schools remarked once that
Pat could throw the scitball
farthm· than most men could hit
it. Quite an accomplishment for
a high school g irl!
Pat has l1cr own opinion or the
track team at MSU. She is j ust
a freslunan at Murray State, so
she says that she realJ.y is no
authority. But the 5'7" vivacious
blonde says that the team is j ust
starting and therefore it needs
a lot. ci work.

AMBITIOUS . . . . . Pat Ward, the only girl In her family, k••Jn
the competitive spirit as she runs for the Murray State Women's
track team. Her dream is to compete In the 1972 Olympics in
either the 880 ya rd run or the Javelin. Pat's desire to run wu
Initiated when her brother wu high Jumping for th. Owensboro
" We have the potential, be- Senior High School; now she Is one of the outstanding performers
cause we have the girls that can on the filii• tea m.

TERMS IT 'A NEW KIND OF CONSPIRACY':

J. Edgar Hoover Questions, Explains the New Left Movement
By Peggy Dwyer
tility, and opposition to our free
society. It seel<s to destroy, not
"The time has come for Americans to focus on a new kind of to build. Negativism i s the whole
basis by which it approaches
conspiracy in our country - a
movement called the New Left. " , Americanism. It criticizes and
T his statement was recenUy belittles without regard Cor the
made by Mr. J. Edgar Hoover, principles on which this nation
who has been director of the Fe- was built. And it is, in Mr. Hooderal Bureau of Investigation ver' s words, "nihilistic and anars ince 1924, and who has dealt chistic."
with many such new movements
The paradoxy of the New Left
in this position.
is, however. that while many be- This movement
pr imarily lievers in the movement arc
a college-age movement, although mere "intellectual tramps"
there are a n assortment or seeking the exotic and eccentric
faculty members, guitarists,
a s emotional ouUets, some, in
writers, Intellectuals or various one way or another, are seriously
types. ex-students who are still
searching
for answers to
"hanging around," courioslty· society's problems and for values
seekers, Communists, and Trot- of human existence in a world of
skyites among the participants.
great uneertainty.
And although members are
In recent months the effects or
largely from the student ranks,
a great majority of America' s this movement have been seen
college students are not even in many places across our nation
aware or Urlsorgani.zations' exis- - in demoostrations against
tence, much less its meaning. American policy in Viet Nam,
in civil disobedience, in calls
What is the New Left?
for young men to resist the
First, let us consider what draft, in campus turmoil, in attacks against law and order, and
1t IS not.
in desecrations of the American
It is not an organization such flag.
as we understand organizations.
This is an age of q.~estions.
It does not have a constitution,
bylaws, or an official member-- Our society encourage youth to
speak firmly for those things In
ship.
which it believeS:
Mr. Hoover defines it as "a
The spirit or protest is Intel"'
mood, a philosophy ot life, a
way of looking at self, country, woven into the fabric of our
and the universe, ' ' But the mood society. Human beings must seek
and philosophy ot life Is not one answers in this uncertain and
ot support Cor America and our ~erous world.
traditions.
But when young people reject
It is a mood or defiance, hos- all or society, and reject it with

is

bitterness and disdain, they must
be q.~estioned.
Mr. Hoover q.~cstions the
movement as fallows:
When you bitterly distrust t.he
older generation and accuse it
of the most base mendacity and
dishonescy (usually without proof
or facts), where is fairness?

And the lack of real lmowledge
or the real motives and practices
or the New Left results in students sometimes being involved
in the activities or the movement
without. realizing what they· are
advocating by their participation.
Students for a Democratic &:>ciet;y is the largest and bestknown of the New Left group.

When you denounce the resAs noted in an article in Chrisponsible leadership of the nation
who are honestly and sincerely tianity Today, the vice-president
trying to corre<:t the many ills or SDS claims his group gre\\
of our society, who remains? from almost nothing seven yea~·s
ago to the nearly 30, 000 it now
'When you find incidents of Includes. Among its members
hypocrisy and shame In our so- he list Communists ot both vaciety (and there are some), and
then indict all or sociecy, over- rieties, socialists, three or four
looking what is goodandpositlve, kinds of anarchists, syndicalists,
Social Democrats, a growing
isn't this having a distorted vi- number of laissez-faire capitasion?
lists, and the articulate vanguard
When you speak tn terms of of the psychedelic liberation
a dogmatic moralism that con- front.
siders itself right and all other
The SDSregards contemporary
viewpoints wrong, where are the American society as corrupt,
possibilities of cxeative dia- evil, and mailgnant -and insists
logue'?
that it must be destroyed. They
do not advocate change, improveWhen you constantly view your ment, o r reform, but insist on its
country a s being in the wrong
complete li<pidation.
but say oothing critical about
Communism, or Castro, or Mao,
So members urge desecration
or Ho, isn' t this indicative or of our flag, mockery of Ameria preconceived bias?
can heroes and history, resisWhen you do nothing but de- tance to the draf't and the burnnounce, and never offer anything ing of draft cards, as well as
dictation to university officials
constructive, what happens?
of how the institutions should be
The whole mood of the New run.
Left makes it exceedingly susThey often use obscene 18Do
ceptible to the Old Left - the
Communist Party and the Trot- guage and drugs to shock their
skyites.
elders and declare their " free-

dom" from the " old," the " decadent."
This q.~estion then arise~;: What
gives rise and force to such a
movement?
Has society lavh;hed too mucn
of the wrong kinds of things on
its young people? Too much money for personal use? Too much
permissiveness? 'foo much affluence?
nave young people been taught
to prize the Urlngs which come
easy rather than the rewards that
hard work and an acceptable job
will reap?
Or have we emphasized too
much the rights and privileges
of the individual without enough
concern for the duties and the
responsibilities he should bear?
Mr. Hoover points out the need
for a spiritual revival within
every realm of our natioo.
"In the history of the world
no figure has reinforced the true
and good more than Jesus ot
Nazareth, and no book has wielded greater power for godliness
and decenc.v than the Bible.
"To knOw the Judaic.Christian realities afresh is the great
consuming need of the younger
generation today; and there is littie hope of their renewal unless
adults make these commitments
their own.
"Exhibition or faith and trust
in God and the obedience to his
will has never been so important
as it is today, And never in the
history of our generation would
failure to exhibit this faith be
more calamitous."

-y.m;~~~~~~~~~~~~~----------------------------------------------~~Wed~d•y, May1 , 1968
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STUDENTS' QUESTIONS ARE ANSWERED:

Liquor, Riots, Taxes Discussed by Mayor Ellis
By S• ndr• Lawrenc•

Riot control, pollee and fire
protectiQD, a new payroll tax,
a wet county, and consolidation
were only a few of the topics
discussed Thursday by Mayor
Holmes Ellis to a speech class
on campus,
When asked if anything had
been done to encourage inwstry to come to Murray, he replied that about five years ago
an Industrial Foundation was formed which has aided in ac(Jliring sites. He gave examples or
the Eli Lilly and Tapan industries.
In discussing improved transportation routes Mayor Ellis sta·
ted, "Within the year, we eXpect
to have a four-lane Main &Teet
from campus to tov.n. There
are plans Cor improving Highway
94 and widening 16th Street to
three lanes."
"The expansion of the airporl
runway to be effective this year
was necessary for industry and
for the wtiversity," stated Mayor
Ellis while discussing the relationship of public facilities to
the increasing population.
He also added that the threeyear--old hospital will have an
extension oC 54 beds, with construction getting under way In the
late summer.

President's Grants
Of $150 Awarded
To Area Seniors
Thirteen
outstanding high
school seniors will receive too
President's Scholarships, according to Mr. Charles Leroy El·
dridge, director of. field services.
'The 13 are:

Johanna Catherine Comisak.
Heath High; Patricia Ann Cope.
land, South Marshall High; Patricia Ann Harrison, Farmington;
Paulette Johnson, Symsonia..
Richard Ramey, Lyon County
High; D. Suzanne Hulse, Crittenden County High; Victoria
Ogg, Earlington; Gregory Taylor Bruce and Kathy Delaine Lovan. South Hopkins .
Sheila Yvonne St.raney, Calhoun High; Rebecca Hope, Neathamer, Drakesboro High; Mona
Fay Jarvis Garnett, Graham· and
· Lewis Dunn Nicholls, Gre~nun
High.
"
The
each.

scholarships are $150

"It is fortunate that the city
owns its facilities -the electric
system, gas ::;ystem, water an
sewer system. We meet
better than the average community," the mayor said.
With the population now 14,300
is Murray's police department
adeq.1ate? "No, sir. We're doing
well with what we have. W e
have three officers currently enrolled in Paducah courses; so
we are striving for professionalism," Mayor Ellis explained.
"As far asflreprotectiongocs,
yes. Except for the university
buildings, Most of the !~story
buildings are as fireproff as
possible, but we don't have a
ladder truck because of a lack of
resources."
''Murray is one of the few
cities without a payroll tax. but
within a few years this tax will
be enacted for additional revenue." Mayor Ellis said.

In regard to the social changes
he explained that the prescence
of the university greatly influences the economy, cultural level,
and leadership in the community.
"There are times that if the attitudes of t h e administration
were purely seltisht a university
of this size could wu the biD

of the city. But a whOie series
or plus signs goes t o the universit,y," Mayor Ellis added.
In disucssing riot control ~
yor Ellis stated, "In the month
of April the police force had
mo~e overtime than in any month
durmg my 10 years of service."
To prevent riots "we have bel·
mts, billy clubs, and special

trining."

. "Th~re a;e Negroes worldng
m vartous c1ty departments. But
as Kentuckians we must do more
for the Negroes. If not because
of ~e moral reason, do it for a
Chrtstian reason; if we can't
for either of these reasons, do it
to protect ourselves," themayor
advised,
Discussing the enactment of
the :>-per cent sales tax. Mayor
Ellis said the impace was softened in the county by having
the Wliversity. "Now if 1 woold
have voted for it would have been
another matter.' •

desire to support the schools
Uke the cicy, consolidation won't
be accomplished," he added.
"The Soper cent sales tax will
enable tltls state to do some construction, even thoogb consoli·
dation w i 1 1 be several years
away," the mayor continued.
When asked about the revenue
from a "wet" country rather than
enacting a payroll tax, Mayor
Ellis replied, "It would be my
judgement that the increase cost
needed to obtain law and order
wouldn't leave much revenue."
The mayor commented that it
was unfortunate that some businesses choose to stay open on limdays. ''Naturally iC others are
closed around you, you'll get
some play. "

He then discussed the ''blue
law" which excludes ooi,y sera
vice stations, restaurants, and
utilities. ."This is why no concrete action has been taken. II
you want to go fishing on .sm.
When speaking of consolida· day. you can't get the minnows."
tioos the mayor stated that the
city had levied upon itself seveMayor Ellis said he surely was
ral tax increases for about 15 in favor of expansion. "Murray's
years. But there is no leadership city government would rank in
in the county for an increase for the top seven or eight compared
the county schools, he explatued. to other clUes this size in Ken''Until the people indicate the tucky.

80 High-School Seniors Awarded Scholanhips
(Continued from , ... 1)

High; William Tandy Williams
and Randall Thomas Witty, Christian County High.
Sarah M. Wells, Ropldnsvllle
High; Karen Ruth Hendershot
Madlsoovllle; Linda Lee Ritzand
Patsy Alfreida Shelton, Webster
County; Suzan Kaye Wilkerson
Providence,
'
Martha Leigh Dyer, Union
County High; Belinda Joy Ball,
Henderson City High; Thelma
Ann Griffin, Henaerson County
High; Rebecca Jean Hamilton,
Owensboro Senior.

Jessica Burnette, Daviess
County; Eleanor Faye Coomes,
Owensboro Catholic; Peggy Lynn
Heath, Livermore; Brenda Faye
Hudson, Sacramento; Roger Lyle
James and Mary Elizabeth Hartlye, Ohio County; Paula Lou Horn,
Greenville; Sharon Patterson,

Todd County; Deborah Ray Gasham, Breckinridge County.
Norma Jean Lewis, Leitchfield; Darrell Wayne Harrell, Caneyville; Penny Sue Vance, Larue
County; JoelTracy,Austin-Tracy
High; James Howard Rafferty
and Patricia Lois Adcock, Eli·
zabethtown High.
Jean R a e Laymance, North
Har<Un: PauJa Kaye Pace, West
Hardin; Robert E. Card, Jr.,
Atherton; Ronald Lee Scott, ~le.
Lillian Trene Wildt and Michael George Davis, Shawnee·
Nancy Belle Lyons, Fairdale:
Sandra Lee Routon, Fern Creek~
Sally Snellen, Pleasure Ridge;
Jane Ann :\ovkcki, Seneca; Linda Sue Hughes, Thomas Jefferson; Marla Wetnhardt, Valley;
Elizabeth Joe Terns, Waggener.
Linda Sue Wallace, Western;
Mary Ann Rogers and I.ucllJe
Hellen Bannon, Westport: Joyce
Ann Mulllns, lrfquois; Phyllis
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Physics Dept Head,
Read, Will Serve
As Murray Regent
Dr. W.G. Read, chairman oCthe
ph,ysics department. has been
elected faculty representative to
the Board or Hegents.
He defeated Mr. Robert Hendon, associate prol.essor of. agriculture, in a run-ol.f election.
Eighty-one per cent ol.thefaculty
voted.
The election was held to comply
with a law passed rece~· by the
Kentucky legislature. The law
provides that the faculty and students of state colleges and unl·
versities have non-votmg representation on the governing boards
of

1

=~~e~ ~1~C:~n. Benton, pre-

sident of the student OrganizaOldham County tion, will be student representative on the b<le.rd.
Dr. Read received his bach~
David C. Balch, Frankfort lor's and master's dcgreesatFt.
High; Paula Sue Fuqua, Franklin Hays State College in Kansas
County; Becky Sue Gilmore, Har- and taught there for a year. He
rodsburg; Carl Sid Singleton, earned his PhD at the Universicy
Boyle County High; Tommy D. ci Kansas.
Dr. Read has been at MSU
Nunnally, Metcalfe County High,
since 1949. An active promoter
Ruth Ellen Hernandez, Henry or physics education throughout
Clay; Jean Elizabeth Settle La- the state, he is listed in "Amerifayette High; and Rebecca' Sue can Mend Science•· and "Who's
Ewing. Boone County,
Who in American Education. "
Jeanne Hagg,
High,

The fleell IIIDUT11UCTIII.L MEr
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Melange 'Open Air'
To Allow Students
To 'Air' Opinions
Melange will present an ''()pen
Air, on the Air" live broadcast in the near future, according to Gary Burkett, promotion

director.

''Open Air, on the Air" will
be broadcast live (r om the SUB
with university students participating in the discussions.
This idea has been approved
by Dean J. Matt Sparkman, the
Stude n t Council, and Mr.
"Buddy" Hewitt, SUB director. This will be the Cirst time
~felange has attempted such a
project.
All students are invited to
voice their opinions during the
series or programs.

Concert Presented
By Chorus, Choir
The ninth concert oC the Contemporary Arts Festival w a s
presented by the l1niversi1y Chorus Md Choir Sunday afternoon
in the auditorium.

The program included Dr.
Orft's "Carmina Burana"
••catulli Carmina."

Arts Fete Presents
'Medium' Tonight
The tenth concert d the lOth
annual Contemporary Arts Festival will be presented at 8 tonight and tomorrow night in the
Recital Hall of the Fine Arts
Bldg.

Gian-Carlo Menotti' s "The Me·
dium" directed by Mr. Carl Rogers, music department, will be

sung.

University to Stop Cashing
Checks M•y 15 - Ordw•y
The university will stop r eceiving checks on Mll3 15, warns
Mr. P. W. Ordway of the Business Office.

----1

THI LAND OF BEAUTIFUL WOMEN •••.. Kay Pinkley (cen·
t.r), daught.r of Mr. and Mrs. L . K. Pinkley, Murray, was crowned
" Miss Kentucky" during ttte sixth ennuel Lions Club beeuty pegeent
in Meyfield April 13. Min Ptnldey, a Murrey Stete coed, will
represent Kentucky In the " M iss U.S.A." pegeent at Mieml Be ech
ne xt month. P ictured ( from left to r ight) are Paulette Pruttt, Clin·
ton, fourth r unner.up; Phyllis Cunninghem, Murrey, third nmner·

up; M iss Pinkley; Rita Hurd ( crowning MiSI Pinkley), Murray,
first ruMer-up to " Miss Congenielity"; Cheryl Gibbs, Kev il, first
r unner-up; and Belinda Jenkins, Mayfield, second runner-up. The
" Miss Congeniality" award went to Sara Jo Wood, Greenville. Mi n
Pinkley competed with 17 beautiful girls for the coveted " Min
Kentucky" title. ( Photo courtesy of The Mayfield Meuenger ).

AnENTION COLLEGE
STUDENTS! A BRAND NE:W·TIME
SAVE:R
let us supply the

This will be done in order to
balance the university's books
before summer.

extra
closet
SUMMEB STORAGE
Our Sanitone box storage is the eas•est way
Jor you to gain extra closet space •. . and
you don't have the worry of protecting your
winter wear from moths and mildew.
We'll keep your clothes in Insured safety,
and return them to you·•.• clean and fresh
as new ... whenever you want them.
It's just part of the reason we proudly display the Sanitone Certified Master Drycleaner s1gn. You can trust the care of your
clothes to us . .. your clothes care authority.

+

Health Aids,
Beauty Aids!

Santtone

Discover o lovely or-

Cmj/ird Mos/trVf.!Jdtontr

roy of cosm etics, o

BOONE'S

full stock of vitam in
and health needs . ..
here ot your dru g

5 LOCATIONS

store.

DALE & STUBILEFIELD

Your Rexall Drug
Store

RIOTS
'
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High-School Career Day
Attracts 1,148 Students
Some 30 schools sent 1,148
juniors and seniors to U1e annual
High School Career Day on campus Friday.
"This was tJ1e smallest attendance since Career Day began," reports Mr. Charles Eldridge, director of Field Services on campus.
Invitations were extended to
over 100 area high schools .In addition to the large number of
Invitations, both.iunlor and !IPnlnr
high school students were invited
tO attend tor tne llrst time this
year.
One reason for the low number
of attendance was that the Future
Farmers oC America Field Day

Tanner, Miss Hurd
Win Council Posts;
1,748 Cast Ballots
Bob 'fanner, Benton, was elected vice-president of the Student Organization, and Rita Hurd,
Murray, secretary in a run-ore
election.
'fanner defeated 'fom Mayberry, Loulsvllle, by 94 votes.
Tanner received a total of 921
votes to 827 for Mayberry in the
run-off.
Miss Hurd received 984 votes
for secretary. Sarah Jo Wood:
Greenville, received 764.
Only 1,748 votes were cast
in the run-off, 600 less than
were cast in the previous election.

was also held on campus Friday.
Also various other state con\'entions which conflicted with the annual event were held at Louisville
last week.
Although the attendance was
low the program went as planned
ana was cou.stderea by iliosc who
attended as both informative and
entertaining.
Career Day began wiili opening
tours and registration on the
campus by the visiting students.
The military science department furnished guides who showed the visitors ilie buildings and
academic departments on the MASS CONFUSSION? •• .. • This was the sight
campus.
at early momlne retistration of the •niMHII C• rMr
Following the tours an assem- Dey held Frlcley on campus. Shown are students
bly was held in the auditorium
at which tim~ President Harry PRICE TELLS UCM
M. Sparks welcoJMd the guest
and introduced the various
schools represented.
He expressed that the aim c1
Career 1AI.Y was ''to assist the
seniors in making ecrective plans
By Sandr• Law,..,ce
To sum this up one can say,
Much discussion was given to
for their wtiversity career."
"'fo push too hard too Cast Is the Nuremberg trials, where one
"Some people get involved in dangerous."
participant summed it up by sayThe visiting juniors and senAdministrators and ministers 1ng that "they were trying people
iors were introudced to Spencer nonsense that they caU responsible dissent," charged Dr. Jo- have been known to be fired for for committing crimes against
Solom~. newly elected student
seph Price, English department, speaking out too pointedly, Dr. humanity and they were co~
org. president.
at the United Campus Ministry Price reminded the group.
victed.''
Solomon gave the visitors an luncheon Wednesday.
Another added that there was
"Don't insist we have the right "some bad initiative for moti.However there is a practical
idea oC what the organi;ration
does and can do for Utem as basis for responsible dissent, to say something, when we have vating the trial."
students oC Murray. He also ex- Dr. Price explained. Adminis- nothing to say· lf we do have
"If one obeys his conscience
plained the co-operationextended trators are not able to keep in something to say - then say it and breaks the law - then this
to both the students and the ad- touch with everything going on; quietly and calmly. Then it there Is the choice or the person,"
·
isn't any result from speaking to one added. "But can you assign
ministration during past years. so someone has to call it toth etr
individuals, go on to higher your conscience to somebody
Entertainment was provided to attention.
the visitors by the Murray state
"The J)Qttcrn or dissent takes forms," he advised.
el::.e?" asked anoilier
band before the assembly, and the form or starting informally;
D u r i n g the questiorHllldOne person asked about those
during the assembly by the Uni· it gets more and more organ- answer period there was a dis- who chose to go to Canada to
versity choir.
ized; then other people are tinction made between civil dis- avoid the draft. The answers
obedience and responsible dis- from other members inthegroup
brought in," he stated.
"The Corms or dissent are: sent. It was pointed out that were: "They took theeasiestway
writing a letter, organizing in a civil disobedience goes beyond out,', "wasn,t as admirable a degroup, drawing up a petition, stag- responsible dissent for then you cision as would be to stand up
ing a demonstration, which is have to deal with ilie law and be and dissent," "was merely a
either violent or non-violent, and willing to pay the consequences. Corm of running.'•
participating ina riot,, Dr. Price
added.
"I'm not sure how to manipulate n riot In terms of responsible dissent. However the higher
up the pattern or dissent, ilie
more rigid we make our own
"':'•'~ - -~:and other,s positions," he explained.
/·._:1~-~-·-·
/ :_-______ --- ~ ~-\~.
,. ,..
The speaker pointed out that
'
-----····-···-···--···~
we must be careful not to force
an administrator to get so involved as to make a dogmatic
·'
statement, Then if he changes his
mind, he is a "liar."

'Dissent and Disobedience Different'

-------------------iii;;;;-.---..,
·< ·-·
.·

-
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REVLOI
COSME'I1CS
RUNOFF WINNERS . . • . • Breatfollng a sigh of relief are Bob
Tanner (left) and Rita Hurd, botfol from Murray, after emerslns
victors in the runoff election April 9 for positions as vice-president
and secretary of the Student Council. Tanner was forced Into the
runoff wltfol Tom Mayberry for vic• president when neither received
• malorlty of the vote In the April 2 e lectio.'1. The same situation
applied to Min Hurd, forcing her Into tM r unoff ea.«:tlon against
Sara Jo Wood.
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Blow Yourself COLLEGE CLEANERS
Up POST~~ SIZE "Truly Fine
2 ft.

X

3ft.

Send eny Blec:k end White or
Color Photo from 2V4 • 2'/4 to
16•20 el1o ncwtpepcr I mag·
11inc photos. We will send you
• 2 ft. • 3 ft. BLO-UP •.
perfect POP ART postct.
A $25
YI IIM for
•

SJ 50

Nt C.O.D
"'" 4$t ... •••tatt

Sttd Clltcll

••4 .....tt.,

or M...y
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PHOTO POSTER
P.O. lo• 407, Dept. C
Horth l e ...tt, H.J. 07047

Orltlotl rol11r..., ..... . . .t4.
Ptttlr rtllof A
10
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HELP PREVENT
...._,. ~ f ° FOREST FIRES
"o.,,.c.''" IN THE SOUTH

Cleanin~'

We mothproof
all cleaning
FREE OF
CHARGE
ORE-DAY SERVICE
ROW AVAILABLE

Have you been mistaking it
for a station wagon?
This seems to be the standard first Impression
of our anything-but-standard Squorebock Sedan,
People just don't expect to see a sedan running
around with a smell steamer trunk end 6 suitcases
ins•de.
Or a stock of water skis. Or 4 passengers and 2
TV consoles.
. It's more the sort o f thing they'd expect of 0 stotlonwogon.
Which of course fils in perfectly with our plan.
We designed the Squoreback for people who
some~imes wish they hod o station wagon. Just by
squortng off the pan that goes tc waste in most
sedans.
Whet we got was over 40 cubic feet o f storage
space with the bock seat folded down. Twice as
much os conventional sedans.
Not to mention the unconventional space up
front.ln the trunk. !The engine is where any respectable VW engine should be. In bock. Underneath
it oll.l
So after you finish sliding your dozen valises
into the bock end o couple more into the front, just
keep repeating:
"It's o sedan. It's o sedan. It's a sedan •••"

AIR CONDITIONED AVAI LABLE ON All MODELS

Carron Volkswagen, Inc.
800 Chestnut St. Murray Phon. 753-1&50
._\I'"'HOitl;f'J
[\(AL{It

P•gelO
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MURRAY ALUMNA:

Campus Leader Heads KEA
By Randa F i1h er

Once a prominent studentleader on Murray's campus, Mrs.
Martha Dell Sanders is now a
leader in Kenucky education.
Mrs. Sanders recently became
president or the 34,000-,member
Kentucky Education Association.
Mrs. Sanders, who was then
Martha Dell Brown, graduated
from Murray in 1951. \\bile at
Murray she listed many honors
to her eredlt. She was a member of Slgma Sigma Sigma social
sorority, a reporter on The College News, a •·campus Favorite"

In-Service Meeting
Monday Will Draw
Area Supervisors
Dr. Sidney Simandle, director
of the Kentucky Department of
Teacher Education and Certification, will speak Monday at the
in-service conference on student
teaching Cor all area supervising
PRISIDENT • • • Mrs. Matha teachers.
The theme of the confer ence
Dell Brown Sander• once a
umpu~ ,...,. at Murray, Is will be "Trends in Education of
now p,..lclent of Kentucky ld· Student Teacher s." The first sesucatton AsiOCiatlon. Thle pic- sion will be from 4 p.m. till
ture • ...,..,.... In the 1951 Sldeld. 5:30p.m.
Elementary teachers will meet
in 154 Education Bldg. Dr. Keith
Taylor w i 11 be collegecoordinator and Miss Ruble Smith, eleBest Receives
mentary consultant.
The secondary teachers wlll
A $5 prize will be given Cor
the best squawk (suggestion) of meet in 652 and 653 Education
the month. accor ding to Spen- Bldg. Mr. Wayne Williams will
cer Solomon, president ot the be college coordinator and Dr
Wtlllam Ryan. secondary consul:
Student Organization,
The Squawk Box is among the tant.
Following dinner at 5:30 p.m.
new programs being initiated by
the recently-elected Student Or-- in the SUB ballroom, the second
session will begin at 6 p.m.
ganization leader s .
A modified, suggestiooboxwill also in the ballroom . Dr. Donbe !1laCed in four locations on ald E. Jones, director ol stucampus. At the end of eachmonth dent teaching, wUl preside over
the suggestions will be brought the meeting.
up before the councll, analyzed,
and investigated.
The person who submits the
best suggestion of the month will
be given a $5 prize.
"The Squawk Box is an opportunity for the students to express their ideas about what is
needed oo campus," Solomon
said.

for three years, junior representative in 1949-50, and senior
class vice-president.
Besides her four yearsatMurray State where she earned her
BS, she has done post-graduate
work at Southern Illinois University, Western Washington University at Bellingham, Wash
University of South Florida ~t
Tampa, University of Connecticut, and Murray State.
Mrs. Sanders is an outstanding
educator. ln 1966 she was "Kentucky Teacher of the Year" and
ranked sixth tn a field of 36
nationally,
Mrs. Sanders ls deeply involved in education even in her personal life. She Is the wife or
Mr. Mell Sanders, a school super intendent, the daughter of a
one-time county school teacher.
and is one of four sisters who
either are or will be school teachers.
Mrs. Sanders brings to her new
office her vast experiences Jn
the field of professional education. She has served on the board
of directors of the Central MidWestern Regional EducatlonLaboratory and as president of the
Paducah Association of Classroom Teachers.
She is a Southwest regional
director ortheNEA' s Department
or Classroom Teachers, a member of the ~'>~~A's advisory council on the educational poUctes

ONI 011 SIX • • • • • EI'I'IHt Hamil, Pulhn County Hllh SchMI
receives one of the six Individual trophies 1 lvan at the aMUal FFA
Field Day. PreMntlng the award I• Rodger SwatJatl chairman of
the annual eva.
'
conunisston and of the NEA-DCT
advisory council, member or the
executive board of theNEA-DCT,
and also a director of the
CEMREL.
Mr s. Sander s Is, mdeed, a very
busy person. She not only maintains an active career, but is
the mother of two boys. She is
also an English teacher at Paducah Tilghman lligh School.
Martha Dell Sanders has by
hard work and dedication brought
honor not only to herself but to
the field of education.

Put your
faith

to work

today

'Squawks' Wanted;

$5

MAl FACTOR
COSMETICS

BOIJ.AID
DRUGS

Guess, Summers to Attend
1ndustri•l Arts Conference
Paul Guess and Robert Summers will attend a meeting oCrepresentatives of industrial arts
c lubs from Kentucky Saturday in
Louisvllle.
The purpose af the meeting is
to plan the college-university student program fbr the 12th annual conference of the Kentucky
Industrial Education Association
in November.

RIOTS
of laughter coming
THI FUll

GENO'S NO.1
NEXT TO THE IOWUNG AWY
it offering

2 Lege Alaericclll ....

Ollrllc
WITH THIS COUPON

$1.50 Value

Give

a

Im1ses
In order to keep your contact lenses as
comfortable and convenient as they were
meant to be, you have to take care of
them. But until now you needed two or
more separate solutions to properly
prepare and maintain your contacts. Not
with lensine. Lenstne ts the one lens
solution for complete contact lens care.
Cleaning your contacts with Lensine
retards the buildup of foreign deposits on
the lenses. And soaking your contacts in
l ensine overnight assures you of proper
lens hygiene. You get a free soaking case
on the bottom of every bottle of Lensine.
It has been demonstrated that improper
storage between wearings may result in
the growth of bacteria on the lenses.
This is a sure cause of eye irritation .and
in some cases can endanger your vision.
Bacteria cannot grow in .Lensine which is
sterile, self -sanitizing, and antiseptic.
~ ust a drop or two of Lensine, before you

tnsert your lens, coats and lubricates it
allowing the lens to float more freely in
the eye's fluids. That's because
Lensine is an "isotonic" solution,
which means that it blends with
the natural fluids of the eye.
Let your contacts be the
convenience they were
meant to be. Get
some Lensine, from the
Murine Company, Inc.
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IN AG FIElD DAY:

Lowes, Calloway Top 37 Schools
Lowes High &hool was awarded tho first-place plaque Cor
having the highest total points in
this ,year's annual Future Farmers or America Field Day.
Calloway County took second,
and South Hopkins was awarded
third.
Thirty- seven West Kentucky
high schools were represented by
approximately 700 students who
participated in the event sponsored by the MSU agriculture dopartment and club.
- The event was held Friday on
the University Farm.
Roger Swatzell, secretary or
the club, was program chairman
for the second straight year.
The day's events began with
a welcome from Dr. Harry
SParks, president or MSU. Then
the field events, which were categorized into three classes,
started.
The judging category w a s
first. FormJ.ng this category were
eight divisional judging contets:
d1iry, beef, swime, sheep, soil
judging, tobacco grading, seed identification and tag judging.

Second and third categories
were auctioneering and tractor
driving.
Each or the high schools was
represented by a team in each
class. Once the judging wascom;>leted the cards were scored
\ly universicy Agriculture Club
members. Th~ total score was
calculated and u winning school
was chosen as well as winning
indiviWals or each contest.
Lunch was served on the farm
at the MSU Livestock Pavillion.
Members of the Agriculture Club
sold hot dogs, drinks, and candy
at the concession stand.
At this time the boys of the
agriculture department made an
effort to contact as many of
the visitors as possible to acquair;t them with the p~gram iD
the agriculture department.
Following lunch, all the animals iD the judging rings were
displayed before the group and
the judges made comments on the
reasons for placing the animals
as they did.
This portion of the program
was one of the most fundamental
aspects of efforts in t~e field

New Communications Medium:
SO Plans Round-Table Talks
Plans for increased Independent representation on the Student Council, an election-rules
committee, and a round-table
communication line between students and faculty are underway,
according to Spencer Solomon,
new president or the Student Organization.
''The newlv-electedStudent Organization is in the process of
appointing committee chairmen,
series, and preparing a student
opinion poll before school is out,"
he said.
The opinion poll will Include
questions on concert preference,
lecture preference, revision of
s t u d e n t government election
rules, and addition ol more lnde.
pendent representatives to the
council.
"Tf the poll reveals it necessary or desirable, a constitutional amendment adding at least
one Independent representative
per class will be considered next
fall," Solomon said.
If the ilmendment were passed
the student government would
keep letters of application turned in this year for Independent
representative until next fall.
At that time four representatives
rather than one would be chosen.
"All students wishing to apply
for Independent representative
should send letters to the Student Organization be!ore school
is dismissed for the surr. ner,"
he explained.

An election-rules committee
is being organized to supervise
student government election
proceedings. Plans for next
year include two precincts, one
in the SUB and one In Hart Hall.
"It may be possible to abolish campaigning in front or the
polls next year,'' Solomon said.
A round-table committee Is
also being establlshed to develop
a better communication line
between students and facutly.
Jose Sosa, Louisville, was np.
pointed chnirman of the committee by Dr. Harry M. ~arks,

day, because it gave each boy an
opportunity to compare his concept of what an animal should
be wlth that of those experienced
in selecting the particular class
or livestock.
Judges for the contest were
Mr. Charles Magne:>s, Mayneld; M.r. Glen Sims, Murray;
Mr. Charles uennett, Louisville; Mr. Barkley Travis, Paducah; Mr. Ted Howard, Murray; Mr. Wendel Bruce, Kentucky Department of Agriculture; Mr. Maurice Humphrey,
Murray; Mr. Robert Cone, tobacco grader, USDA; and Ted
White and Roger Pitchford, M.SU
students.
The primal'Y purpose of Field
Qly was to better ac q..~alnt high
school boys with the program
at Murray State Universicy and
the Agriculture Department.
"In planning the activities we
tried to offer an informativep~
gram so as to reach those high
school students that would not
otherwise become familiar with
our program and campus," stated Mr. Bill Cherry, Agriculture
Club adviser.

Mississippi State
Agriculture Head
To Join MSU Staff
Dr. Lloyd Jacks, chairman
of the department or agriculture
at Mississippi State tJniversity,
has been added to the agriculture starr at Murray State.
L>r. Jacks, who has his PhD
in agriculture education, will report to the agriculture departmentonJuzyl. ·
In addition to teaching high
school for 141,2 years, Dr. Jacks
wa~ a supervising teacher for
six years.
He received his MS and BS
degrees from Mississippi State
and his PhD from Louisiana State
Unl\•ersitv.

FIELD DAY CHAMPS . . . . . Buddy Ray Ncelv" the plaque
•warded tf1e Lowes High School FFA teem 1 1 wlm...- In the overall
competition in the Field Day events at the Murr•y State University Farm. M.Jclng tf1e presentation for the Bank of Murrey Ia
Mr. Howard Steefy.

C~ORDSGULFSEBVIC£

v

Garcia Mitchell 300 Reel
v Garcia Conolon Rod
To Be Given Away May 11. 1968
NOTHING TO BUY - JUST REGISTER
Wheel &.lancing
Weights Included ·

$1.00 each

Your home Service St1tion 1w1y from home

._------------------------------~----------..1

FUZE is coming!

"The Round Table will meet
twice a month with each session
lasting an hour," Solomon said.
"A panel or faculty experts
or specialists will discuss a
speci(icd topic with students. All
students will be invited to come
and all will be encouraged to par-.
tlcipate in the discussion," he
added.

-~=-~

Starks
HARDWARE
"Nearest to College"

For the Best in

Sporting Goods
Tools
Housewares
Paints

CHOCOLATES
ARE SURE TO
PLEASE HER

"EXCLUSIVE

Scoll Drug Co.

INSTANT • ORDER

1200 Chestnut

SERVICE" .
122 South 12th

•nd

Scoll 0".....'~".....

The desperate hours .
and how to survive them.
The desperate hours come around mtdntght when you've
got more to do than time to do 11.
The hours when you have to stay alert or face the mus•c
the next day.
Those are NoDoz' ftnest hours It's got the strongest
stimulant you can take without a pre·
scription . And it's not habit forming.
NoDor If you don't stay up with the
competition , you won't keep up with the
competition

400Main

~~--~~~~;;~--~~~~--------------------------~---------------------------------------------
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Wrather Adds 'Silver'
To Expanding Collection

IN APPRECIATION • .••• One of Mur ray' a mott Influential admtnlatratlve oHictala Mr. Marvin 0 . Wrather, vlc• pNalclent of
tt.. unJvenlty, haa ~e again rKeived recognition for hla ac·
compllthments. During the recent Kentucky Education Auocla·
tion convention at Louiavilla, Mr. Wratfler waa prMented ..veral
allver " 1ft-appreciation" trays. Mr. Wr11ther and hla wife are
shown admiring one of the gifts .

Booth Warns: Parking Fines
Must Be Paid Before Exams
Col, Lance E. Booth, director
of campus security, has released
a list 0 r students who have not
paid parking fines. These persons are reminded that they cannot take final examinations unW
the debts are paid.
The rollowtng lllUJu,,~~~ li..IJ~J·
on the "parking violators" list:
Malcolm Adams, Larry Alexander, Thomas Autry, Ivan
Bailey, William Barrett, Martha
Bastin, Forrest Bayer, Ken Bradley, Frederick Brown, Harvey
Bunker, B.E. Burnley.
Ronald Catton, Ralph Caudle,
Alan Chandler, Billy Chumbler,
Philip Cole, Sarah Coleman,
Carolyn Conyer, John Corbett,
George Coryell.
Thomas Cosman, Donald Cox,
Dottie c r a w r o r d, LaNfta
Crouch, Marcia Crowe.
Tbomas Decelle, Earl Devine,
Jack Dunigan, Thomas Douglas,
David Eddings, Howard Floss,
Rodney Foster, ~lvia Fowler,
William Fralich.
Danny Garnder, Fred Gasdfa,
Gerald Gastineau, James Goode,
Don Griffith.
Mufid Ralawa, Murrell Hall,
Eddie Hancock, James Harrell,
Don Harris, James Hart, Harold
Hems, Jimmy Henley, Gary
Hicks, Pat Holmes, Eve Howard, Ronald Iluch.
Philip Jenkins, Jerry Kell,
George Lynn, MikeLyons, Terry
McCullough, Rodney Martin, Ru&-

sell Mertz, T
Morris.

0

m Morgan, Joe

Scott N a 1 1, Dennis Nason,
George Petey, Margaret Poole,
John Raidth, Joe Rogers, Lynn
Sandusky, Albert Scales, Emily
Scott, Thomas Shirley, Robert
~rks.

- Bill Taylor, Ed Thomas, Phyllis UnderM>Od, William Walker, Dale W a t s o n, Carolyn
W«!lls,__J,A£k Wiest, Emily Wil·
ley, Shirley Williams, Ann Wills,
Suldra Woodward.
George Yopp, Eddie Young,
and James Young.

Mr. Marvin Otis Wrather is
one of Murray's quiet men. lie
doesn't receive much publicity
but he is always on the job.
During the recent Kentucky Education Association convention in
Louisville his efforts were recognized by three organizations
he takes much pride in.
The Joint Alumni Council of
the State Colleges and l"nivcrsities and the Kentuclcy Placement Officers Association, including both state and private
colleges and universities, presented Mr. Wrather with silver "in-appreciation" trays.
The FDEA gave him a plaque
and has commissioned an artist
to paint his portrait which will be
hung in Wrather Hall.
Mr. Wrather has watchedMurray grow and has been instrumental in that growth. He was a
member of the first graduating
class in the fall of 1926 which
graduated onlv 12. Mr. Wrather
and 1968 will see 1168 graduate.
Mr. wratnergrewuponatarm,
but it seemed destined that he
be a educator. He started school
when he was 5 years old and
began in the second grade. This
was due to his mother's teaching
him the first grade before he
JVas old enough to attend school.
For the next 10 years education remained Mr. Wrather's
main interest. He not only finlshed his own education but by
July, 1930, was superintendent
of schools in Calloway County,
He remained at this position
for eiRht years.
JulY 1, 1938, was a fortunate
day Cor Murray State as Mr.
Wrather joined the etatf as assistant extension director.
Shortlv afterwards Mr. Wrather became the bead of the National Youth
Administration

movement at Murray. '!"lle purpose of NY A was to help hundreds of poor high-schools graduates to be able to go to college. He so skillfully handl.ed
this job that many deservmg
youngsters were able to go from
"novcrtv to college."
But perhaps hls finest work Is
in the alumni field. Alumni rocords are hard to keep, but Mr.
Wrather never was afraid of
work. As a result or his sales
promotion and hard work, every
graduato is represented in the
files.
The members or the association not only receive The Murray state News, but a newsletter
and a first-rate magazine, both
of which are published by the
M.SU Alumni Association. Murray was the first Kentucky state
college to publish an alumni newsletter,
One of Mr. Wrather's dreams
was that the alumni association
give scholarships to helpdeserving students. He presented hls
"dream,. to the association and
in 1941 the association gave one
scholarships worth $100. This
spring 16 $400 scholarships will
be awarded at the annual
alumni banquet,
Mr. Wrather was also active
In the KEA thrOt,Jgh the FDEA.
He served as executive secretary of the FDEA for 30 years
and played a big role in makIng Western Kentucky effective
in the KEA. Since Mr. Wrather
began hls promotion of KEA,
Western Kentuclcy has had a pr&o
sident about one-fourth or the
time.
Mr. Marvin 0. Wrather is a
quiet, eft'ective man. Murray is
very fortunate to have such a
dedicated educator on its staff.

ENJOY

MILK

6 DAYS A WEEK

PORK STEAK
lb. 39c
MATCHLESS

BACOH
lb. 49c
VEAL

STEAKS
2-oz.

e~eh

10 fo~ $1.00

CROWN

PEANUT

BUTTER
2-lb.

ilr

59c
The MILK
With All
The EXTRAS

IGA

APPLE

SAUCE
No. 303 c•n

2 caDS 29c

MILES CLOSER Complete

DAYS FRESHER

Service
Hat Cle.ung
Moth..,roofing

OPEN .24 HOURS A DAY

ql. 39c

Free Pickup
and Delivery

L$Dclry

lOth & Chestaut

DRESSIR'G

SUPERIOR
Phone 753-1613

JIM
ADAMS
I. G. A.

SALAD

Is Done By

208 N . 4th

at

SALAD BOWl

" S1tin • Soft Cle•ning"

LAUNDRY & CLEANERS

Save Today

RYAN MILK CO., INC.
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

PHONE 753-3012

Lowest Prices
Ia ToWill
Re111emlaer Irs
The Total
on The Tape
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Williams Resigns UCM Post
St~~!.~!~. Study Quenes About Self For District Minister's Work

AT UCM RETREAT:

•

What does 1t mean to be "for"
someone, "with" someone, or to
"c~reate?' ' How do you choose
between a pearl and a pearl?
The United Campus Ministry's
study retreat was organized to
help students answer cpestions
as these for themselves.
The Rev. Robert Burchell said
that he hoped to "give people
a chance to learn by experience
and discovery not by lecture,
but by what they actually dis..
cover and share among themselves. It's ln these sharing experiences where ~me learns the
'living' aspect of faith."
The group of ten students and
three clergymen left the UCM
Rldg. at 10:30 saturdaY morniru(:.
for a secluded spot a short di::;tance rorm Murray.
On arriving chairs were set
up in circles and the discuss..
ions were opened with a seemingly simple quustlon, · •What
does it mean to be human?"
Three smaller groups were
formed from the original one to
discuss this cpestion and report
some conclusions and answers
back to the large group.

From 12:15 to 1 p.m. a lunch
break was held. Sandwiches, potato chips, cokes and candy bars
were served.
Once again they broke into
small discussion groups and
formed more opinions on the
topic cpestions.
The next disassembllil: of the
party took place outside. It seemed to provide everyone with much
better "food for thought," because they reassembled with an
increased vigor. The ideas from
then on were exchanged, discarded, reformed, and altered with
great enthusiasm.
At 4:30 0 "S u p e r m a n or
Cyborg," a film concernlng the
ethicJI and moral problems
created by the new scientific and
medical advances ofourcentut·y,
was shown.
The purpose of such a meeting Is to exchange Ideas, and
ultimately to formulate an individual answer to the age-old
(Jiestion of the meaning of life.
Five different religions were
represented at the retreat:
Methodist, ~iscopal, Christian
Presbyterian, and Catholic,
'

The students who attended
were: Miriam t\ixon, Paldcia
Ellis, Edgar Hume, Ga,ylon
Powell, Brenda Edward!>, Ken
Huffman, Bill N. Williams Lillian Bell, Bill Baldwin, and James
Turner.
The Rev. Billy N. Williams,
Christian; the Rev. Cecil Kirk,
Methodist.; and the Rev. Robert
Burchell, ~lscopalian also were
present,
The most memorable thing
about such a retreat was the
way every one participated in
the discussions. Everybody surely found out things about himself which he never thought
existed. It was not a dlscus:;lon
based on one particular belief
or doctrine, for lt was more
of a enearthing process of an
individual mind.
Mr. Burchell said that he
leamed from the day, but since
something like this is such a
personal experience, he could not
say whether or not it was as
successful for everyone or not.
Nearly all the students seemed
to find it a very profitable and
meaningful day.

Trout, Religious Lecturer, Stanto~ Campaign
To Speak At 3:30 Today F!f Chnst Draws

. E1ght from Murray

Mr. Virgil Trout will also
speak to the 12:30 luncheon at
the United Campus Ministry today. The public is invited. Price
of the luncheon is 60 cents a
plate.
T w o car loads of students,
along with the Rev. Cecil Kirk
and the Rev. Billy Williams,
will attend the Etumenical lnstitute in Chicago this weekend.
Worship services will be held
at 7 &mday night 1n the UCM
Chapel.
BSU
Mr. Rudy Howard, director
of the choir at the First Ba.l>'
tist Church, will conduct a musical program at 6:30 p.m. Mon-

day, at the Baptist student ceoter.
"Beards, Beer and Bathing
&tits Unlimited" ~ be the Daytona Beach theme of the May 9
meeting.
Church of Chrbt
Mr. Virgil Trout, Oklahoma
City, will speak ln the Auditorium today at 3:30 p.m. His topic will be "What can 1 Hope?"
In 1966 Mr. Trout was voted
"Outstanding Religious Lecturer'' at Arizona State University.
Ile is listed in "LeadcrsofAmel"ica" Science "for work in philosophy of science as related to
religious thought. Since 1956 he
has lectured at more than 100
state universities.

Students Can Spend Weekend
In Chicago Ghetto for Only $10
Do you have any plans for
this weekend.
Would you Uke to spend the
weekend in Chicago for only
S10?
This is being made possible
by the Ecumenical Institute this
weekend, in Chicago's famous
innel"-City ghetto, Fifth City.
It is an intensive and radical
presentation of theological revolution.
"Do you know who you are or
wbat you plan to do tn this pr&o
sent age?"
The course will focus oo the
basic spirit of the post-modem
world, i)roblems of authentic selfunderstanding, decision-making,
vocational significance, human
relations and creative participation ln civilization.
The aim is to enable the participants to think through for
themselves who they are and how
they can involve themselves 1n
the_present age.

Cost to students for this trip
will be $10 plus meals en route
to and from Chicago. Meals and
lodging while at the institute
fee,
The United Campus Ministry
will pay $5 oC the registratioo
fee of $15 and will provide transportation without cost to the student.
students are to pay $5 when
they register and the other $5
Friday,

'Those making travel plans
must be able to miss all classes Friday. They wlllleaveabout
6 a.m. that day and return by
midnight Sunday.
The session will begin with
supper Fri~ and end at noon
Sunday. The UCM wlll contact
the students' instructors about
Friday absences if the students
request it.
Travel will be by car with the
Rev. Cecil Kirk and the Rev.
Billy Williams driving. Other
drivers will be recruited lfneeded.

VACANCIES

During spring break seven
Murray State students and one
faculty adviser went to Stanton
to participate In a Campaign (or
Christ.
The purpose of the trip was to
give support to a gospel meeting in progress at the Stanton
Church of Christ.
Stanton (pop. 1,500) is located 320 miles east of Murray
in the Bluegrass region of Kentucky, The group lett Murray on
April 13 and returned on April

18.

Members of the group were:
Cynthia Dupree, Folsomdale;
James Gantt, Almo; Judi Morrow, Benton; Betty Goheen, Ann
Miller, Q)n Nanny, Ken Thomas, all of Murray; and Mr. Wa)1le
WILliams, School of Education,
Mr. Williams, faculty adviser to the group, reported that no
one was reluctant to accept the
Bible literature offered by the
students. The students enrolled
46 people for a free, home Bible
correspondence course,
"To this group of college students, God is certainly not dead,
but it is true that ln the lives
of many people contacted ln the
Bible campaign the God of the
Bible does seem to be dead or
very weak 1n their lives,'' Mr.
Williams said.
While in Stanton the group visited Natural Bridge State Park in
Slade, There they participated
in an early morning devotional
service on Easter Sunday.

liddie loUege ~~
Day Kunery

Pboae 713 1111

The Rev. Billy Williams will
be leaving the United Campus
Ministry on July 1 to become the
district mlnistor for Christian
Churches in Western Kentucky.
Madisonville wlll be his new
home.
1'he Rev. Richard Miller is
coming from Clear Lake, Iowa!
to take Mr. Williams• place ana
join the Rev. Cceil Kirk and the
Rev. Robert Burchell on the UCM
staff.
Mr. Williams, Owingsvllle,
was employed by the Tri-District
Ministry on behalf of the Christian Churches to come to Murray (our years ago in June, 1964.
He came "to share ln the development of the UCM that takes
an ecumenical approach to the
univer:;ity.' •
"Much· of the work or the campus ministry occurs informally
among students as they minister
to one another, utilize the facilities and services of UCM, or

Frankfort, Duvall
Schools Will Hold
Interviews in May
The Department OC Personnel
Frankfort and the Duvall County Schools will be conducting interviews during May.
Today the Department c:( Personnel ofFrankfortwllllnterview
any major.
On May 10 the Duvall County
Schools. of Jacksonville, Fla.,
will talk to students. Those interested should see the vacancles hsted in the Placement Office.
c:(

St. John's
Episcopal
Church
1620 W. Mllin St.

SUNDAY WORSHIP
et7:30 •· m. &

11.15 • · m.

engage in casual or formal coon·
soling with the ministers. Ministry also goes on with the faculty
in much the same way.''
As a minister, Mr. Williams
was in many ways in the life or
the university, He worked In the
interpretation of the university
to churches, in relating the Christian faith to the lives of persons
in t h e university setti~, in
developing religious programs
with students, and in counseling.
Before coming to UCM Mr. Williams spent seven years as a teacher at the junior-high and seniol"high school level. He received
his AB in social science at Transylvania College in Lexington,
his bachelor of divinity degree
at Vanderbilt University in t-<ashville.

West Murray

Church ol
Chnsl
S. 18th at Holiday Drive

SUNDAY
Bible Study _ 10:00 a.m.
Worship --···· 10:50 e.m.
Worship ---· 7:00 p.m.
WEDNESDAY
7:30p.m. Bible Study
Phones 753-3800
753-7769
For Transportation
or Information

ODiled Campus MiDislry
202 N. 15th

Phone 753-3531

TODAY, 12:30 .. . ... . . .. . . ,

..... LUNCHEON

C-.a

Spe•ker: Mt-. VIrgil R. Trout, Mlnkfer
M•yf•lr Ctturch of Christ, Okl•hom• City, Okl•.
Topic : " Relivious Communication In • Technical Society"
UCM Chapel
Worship
SUNDAY, 7:00 p. m.
Sermon: Mr. Jim O'Brien, Junior, MSU

Wednesday ---···-·--·····- Bible Claaes 7:00 p. m.
College clau taught by Wayne Williams

Shirley

Florist

For z..& Yeaawolds
~\.

By J..nn• Houser

........
753-3251
500
N.41h St.

Thursday et 6:05 p . m. ---·--·--·- at Student Center
Sunday et 9:30 a. m . ···-------·-----·-·-· Bible CleiMI
Sundey et 6 p. m. ----·-··---··-·--·--- -- WonhJp

umvt:asn!r
CBUBCB ol CHRIST
106 N. 15th

75J.llll
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FREE ADMISSION:

To Present 4 One-Ads on May 9-10
Four one--act sutdent-directcd former wlfe, and the present Lady
plays will be presented May 9-10 Slmmens.
in the Auditorium.
The cast includes Al llorka.v
Two plays will be presented as Harry Si.mmens: &ewie Gileach night. OnMay9 "The Twelve 1m as Kale; and Jim fr.mForlh
Pound Look" by James Barrie as the Butler; and Jackie S...-anwill be presented along with son as Lady Simmens. The di"Overtones" by Alice Gersten- rector for the play is Hepsie
berg.
Crawford.
The play "The Twelve Pound
The other play to be presented
Look" is a story of a man who May 9 in "Overtures," a comedy,
thinks more of his ambitions and is the story of two ladles
than an,ythlng else. The plot of trying to impress each other. The
the comedy revolves around lhe plot involves lhe Jaclcill and llyde
future Sir Harry Slmmens, his characters found in each of us.

The cast for this play includes
Bet!.) Bandy portorying llarl"ict;
Kathy Hoberts, Hetty; Amy
Brown, .Margaret; and Jenny
Baumgardner, Maggie, Steve
Cossart will direct lhe play.
On Friday night the other two
plays will be presented. Those
plays that will be presented wlll
be "The Boor" by Anton Chekov
and "Ari da Capo" bJ Edna&..
Vincent Millay.
The play, "The Boor,'' is concerned with Hussian characters
and Russian country life. The
cast for the play is SteH! Howard
as Simf.mov; Diana Hill, and
Mici1:1Cl Morgan, Luka, The director for thil:i play \\ill be Bt·ad
&nith.

1 he final play, "AriadaCapo,"
a Canas13·, is a story of two shePards who kill each other under
while under someone else's
power.
The cast for the play consists of Bobby Dodd playing the
part of Pierrot; Valeria Umback,
Bolumbine; Pat Moynahan, Cothurmts; Terry Walker, Thyrsis;
and Bill Kraus, Corydon, The
director of the play will be Brandon Neese.
Admission to the plays will
be free.

Min Barber to Open Show
Of Her Art Work Saturday
'Mary Lou Barber, an art major, will have her senior art
show on exhibit Saturday through
Ma,y 10 in the Kappa Pi Room
In the Fine Arts Bldg.

ART FOR CHILDREN . . . . . Dr, Natflle Cole,
euthor of several children's books on art, spoke In
tfte Auditorium Thursday att.rnoon. Twenty chll·
dren from University School participated In her

demonstrations of painting and dancing for the
classroom. She told tfte audience that It Is nee•·
sary to get children to releaM tfMir emotions In
art.

...
A BORE? •.•. , Doesn' t look that way. This one-act play, ''The
Boor," will be presented May 10 in t ht Auditoriu m. Anton Chekov's
play will be directed by Brad Smith. The cut Is (from left to right)
Mike Morgen, Steve Howard, and Diana Hill. TIM play Is bued on
Run lan country life.

Dr. Cole, Author,
Speaks to Children
While They Paint
Anyone who passed the Auditorium Thursday about 4:30 would
have been surprised to see what
was going on.
There were about 217 children on the stage and it looked
as though they \~ere painting.
That is what they were doing.
It was part of a speech given
by Dr. Natilie Cole, the author
of several books about children's art. The books tell how art
is in the children and how it is
the teacher's job to bring this
art out into the open.
9-ie had the 20 children, fourth
graders from the University
School, up on stage and explained
how she got the children to let
their feelings como out on the
paper. •
After showing the audience how
she worked with children in art
she proceeded to show it how to
work with children in the rieid
of dancing,
This was where lhe children
literally stole the show. lf one
can imagine 20 children dancing

20 different ways then he gets
the picture of what was seen.
Dr. Cole told the audience how
to gel the children to release
their emotions in the Corm of
drawing and dancing.

Kittens

MAKE SPRING
LAST ALL YEAR
With A Siamese Kitten.
Beautiful Seal,
Clondite Blue
· and lilac Point.
Delivery Now
or At Graduation

514 BROAD ST.

!753-7770

LET US
DO YOD PRIHTIIG

~ ; 11 ( CLIP TBD COUPON ) '""""'""

'Mainstreams '68'
Hangs Art by Head

CHEESEBURGER

A painting entitled "Nita's Delight" by Mr. Robert Head, art
division. has been selected to
appoar in the International Painting Exhibition in progress at
Marietta, Ohio.
The theme of the exhibit is
"Mainstreams '68.'' The purpose is to award works o£ art
that can be identf.Oed with the
quallties o£ "Mainstreams."

SPECIAL
This WHk OnlyReg. 35c

29c With

DlJBY CBEEB

Coupon-

''Take A Trip"
to

THE GALLERY
the late..

posa.n.

gUts. l:nn11••

. . . it at

THE GALLERY

One bloc:lc from 5 .Pis. on ... M.yfieW Hwy.
1ND•IIr

• POLITICAL· CAMPAIGII
MATERIALS
• DAIICE cS BAIIQUET
DfVITATIORS
• CHAPTER HEWS
LETTERS
• PROGRAMS cS POSTERS

MAYFIELD
PRINTING CO.
Phone 247-5114

122 N. 7th ST.

MAYRBD, KY;

.•
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Get on the Right Track
With That Fresh Scent
By Deb M•thla

It' s spring, and the smell c1
greenery is in the air - or is
that smell coming from the mas.
culine set!
In by-gone days it was a rarity Cor the man to be connected
with any fragrance other than
soap. But with a change in times
comes a change in smell.
Toda,y's masculine population
ls caught in the middle ofaworld
of fragrance coming in many
kinds, scents, and brand_s.
Each i::; designed to please a
certain man- or perhaps a laeyl

R B1.J

JUST A WHIF . .• • • Fraerance Ia luat aa lmpertMt t. men aa
It Ia to women. Dnld Wlnalow, Mayfield, amelia of ..,. ef the
newest fr•tr•ncea In men'a cototfne.

Kinds d fragrance range from
perfumes to after- shave.

GAMES TO PAIR FRATERNITY WITH SORORITY:

Greek Week to Feature 'Olympics'
The "Olympics,'' the games
which are a part of the annual
Greek Week, wlll be held Sat·
urday, May 11.
For the first time, all competition will be by teams composed of members of a !raternity
or sorority. Only small gagprtz..
es will bo given to the winners
of each event.
The order or events, their
rules, and participants are ns
follows:
1. Orange relay: Each member or a team w111 place hands
behind his back. I! the orange
is dropped at any tt.me, it should
be placed back at the beginning
of the line.
Team I. ASA (3), AGR (3),
ATO (2), TKE (2), AKA (2).
Team n. KD (3), ADPi (3),
Sigma Nu (2), PiKA (2), Beta
Sigma (2).
2. Three-legged race: Each
pair should hop a distance or 20
feet, pick up two oranges and return to the next pair. The next
pair will go down and pick up
the third and fourth or anges and
return them.
The last pair will carry four
oranges down and the girl will
pick up the last orange and r&turn all five oranges to the finish line.
If an orange is dropped at
any time, that pair will return to
the starting line and start over.
Team I. Tri Sigma, AOPf,
ASA, AGR, Sjgma Chi, Lambda
Chi.
Team D. KD, ADPl, AGD, Sigma Nu, Sigma Pi, TKE
3. Whiffie ball: The game will
be played like regular baseball
except with these handicaps Cor
the boys: they will throw with
opposite hand; bat with opposite
or original position; will have
one out instead of three.
Throwing the ball at an individual player while he Is running the bases and hitting him
will result in an out.
Women will play under no handicaps .

The winner will win the services of all Greek opponents
for one day, Monday, May 13.
For example, if the girls win
all Grek men will be roquired
to obey any reasonable request
made by the girls.
all Greek men will be req.rlred
Team I. Three !rom each sorority.
Team n. Two from each fraternity.
4. Tug of war: L. f':o digging
in. 2. No wrapping rope around
hands. 3. All players of opposing team must be pulled com·
pletely across line.
Team 1. Sigma Chi, KD, ATO,
AOPi, ASA, ADPi, AGR, TriSigma, AGD, AKA, Beta Sigma.
Team n. PiKA, ASA, Lambda
Chi, AGD, Beta Sigma, Tri..Sfgma, KD, AOPi, Sigma Nu, ADPI,
KPbi.
5. Pota»-sack race: Men will
have to hop 10 feet, crawl under a stick 11h feet high, and
then jop the remaining 10 feet.
Women will hop 10 feet, jump
over a stick a foot high, and
then hop the remaining 10 feet.
This will be a shuttle-type r&lay. The sack used Cor each team
will be brought back to the next
teammate after 20 teet.
Team I. One tram each sorority.
Team n. SigmaNu,KPhi,ATO,
Lambda Chi, and Beta Sigma.
6. Egg throwing: Starting will
be 2 feet. Lines will be drawn
so players can move back each
time they complete a throw without breaking an egg. The pair
who is farthest apart without
breaking the egg will win.
Team I. Two from oach sorority and one from each fraternity.
7. Wrapping in toilet paper:
Fraternity will wrap a sorority.
Must start at the feet and wrap
up entirely. If paper breaks at
any time, person must start over.
'ream I. One from each sorority.
Team n. TKE, Sigma Pi, ATO,

PiKA, Sigma Chi, and Beta Sigma.
8. Horse-and-egg race: The
girl will ride on the boy•s back
with a nylon around her neck. In
the toes will be two eggs which
will dangle down his chest. Each
pair will be required to trot 20
feet. The pair reaching the destination without breaking tho eggs
wins.
Team I. One from each sorority and two from ATO, Lambda Chi, and Sigma Pi.
Team n. All sororltiesandtwo
Cram AGR, Beta Sigma and AKA.
9. Disk game: Six disks will
be given to each fraternity and
sorority president who will distribute the disks to members of
on May 8, and will be r eturned
to committee chairman of Greek
Games on May 11, at 10 a.m.
The game's purpose is to promote friendly relations. All
Greeks should ask each other
for the disks in order to try to
collect as many as possible.
Those possessing a disk nwst
give it to whoever asks for lt.
Friday night, May 10, all individual Greeks will give their
collected disks to their presidents who wlll return them to the
Greek Games• chairman. The
fraternity or sorority which has
collected the most disks will r&ceive the prize at the close ot
the Greek Games.

Perfumes are in most Instances designed for t he femaJes. They
contain more essence than any d.
the scented products.
The gentleman's strongestfragrance product is cologne. It is
solely designed to convey a definite scent. It is largely alcohol and has more scent than an
after-shave.
An arter-shave is probably the
most widely used~the tragrance
products. It is lightly scentedand
used as the name !luggcsts, after
a shave.
A toilet-water is much like
cologne, fulCilling the sole purpose of refreshing and scenting.
Duration c1 the different fragrances depends on the brand and
its contents. Fragrances with
quality ingredients will have a
good lasting power.
Fragrance is available in a
wide variety d. scents. F loral,
citric, S.Pice, woodsy, oriental
fragrances, and leather blends
are the numerous categories c1
scents.
For example the oriental fra·
grance is found in such names as
Jade East.
A limey fragrance is found in
Old Spice Lime.
A variety d woodsy fragrances can be found in Nine Flags.
T his collection d. scents from
many countries of the world will
answer any masculine need.
Brands determine Jll&l\Y things
about the fragrance . They usually
give a hirt to how long it will
last. They also designate the
scent.
With such a wide choice d.fragrances the gentleman c1 today
can be very selective in his cologne or atU!r-shave.

Spanish Honorary
Formed on Campus
Sigma Delta Pi, a new Spanish
honorary Craternity on campus,
held a dinner at the Holiday Inn
April 23 In honor or six newly installed members.
The chapter was installed by
Dr. Paul G. Hatcher, dean of
Potter College or Liberal Arts
at Wester n Kentucky University
and state director of Sigma Delta Pi.
The six students initiated into the honorary fraternity were:
Donna Sue Chumbler, Jo Ann
Penrod, Claudia Schorrlg, Jo Williams, Michael L. Wright, and
Phyllis Yewell.
Dr. Gery Haws and Mr. John
Fe.rguson, .members or the modern foreign language department,
took part 1n the initiation ceremony.
Miss Virginia Pinkston, a
1ransfer student !rom Centre
College, also took a part. Miss
Pinkston, a member of Sigma
Delta Pi at Centre, is a national
merit scholar majoring 1n Spanish.
Dr. James A. Parr, chairman
of the modern foreign language
depar1ment, is adviser to the
Murray chapter.
Requirements for membership
in Sigma Delta Pi are a 2.75
overall average, and a 3.0 or
better In Spanish.

Business Honorary
Names 6 Pledges
S.X pl~es have been announced by Alpha Kappa Psi, an honorary business fraternity, for the
spring semester.
The plqes are Bob Potts,
Wythervllle, Va.; Bill Parker,
Murray; James Glass, Kuttawa;
Jim Sephens, Hopkinsville; Richard Jones, OWensboro; and~
nald Faillaci, Stamford, Conn.

Get a new
Look
For Spring
at

Merle lonaaa
Cosmetics

Sparkling, dazzling bright Whit e .•. the young
innocent that's setting the fun pace for Spring
with the little girl look in White Patenlite
or Cabretta uppers, also Orange, Yellow or
Black Patenlite, Savvy Red, Chopstick,
Flight Blue or Black Cabretta ... or
a square little heel uppered in White
Smoot h or Patent. also Orange,
Shannon Green, Neon Pink, Red,
Yellow, Oyster, Blue, Brown
or Black Patent. Black or
Barbizon Blue Smooth
leather. $()() end $()()

tffi:NiE.

LlnLETON'S

107 N. 4th St.
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SOCIAL WHIRL:

Magnificent 'Toast' Set
By Deb Mathis
The weekend will be packed
with excitement as Alpha Tau
Omega gives a "Toast to ~ring.''
The dance wlll be Saturday
night in tho &.JB ballroom.
A southern theme will be carried out indecorationsconsisting
of a mansion, running fountain
with flowers, and an outside setting for taking pictures.
Tickets are $2 in advance from
any member of ATO or $2.50
at the door.
The Magnificent Seven v.ill play
for the dance. The band is anational recording group composed
of six instruments and a vocalist.
They have two new records
out, "Baby Baby" and "Never
Will I."
Closed Daoce
Kappa Delta will hold the Emerald and Pearl Formal Saturday
n.ight at the Woodman or the World
Bull~.

The formal dance will be the
first or t h e annual event sponsored by Ka_ppa Delta.
The Men of Note will play for
the dance.

t~cr.. m Sale
The Sigmas ot. !)tgma ~hi v.ill
sponsor a homemade ice cream
and cake sale this Saturday morning at 11 on the Hart Hall lawn.
Tile procedes will go to the
Sigma Chi Scholarship fund.
New AD PI Pledges
The 10 new pledges of Alpha
Delta Pi sorority are:
Caroline James, Marion; Phyllis Hart, Henderson; Ruth Bennett, Hazel; Dianna Alexander,
Marion; Cheri Scott, Bowling
Green.
Terri Llchenburg, Paducah;
Barbara
Saughter, Detroit,
Mich.; De I o r e s ~es, Valley Station; Melba Dukes, Valley
Station, and Cheryl Underwood,
Fulton.

Pie-Throw
Tau Kappa Epsilon will have
a "pie throw" Frlda,y at 3 p.m.
across from The Hut.
Sororities as well as Tekes
will take part in the money-makIng project.
Piming!
Among the recent pinnings on
campus are: Donna White, (Alpha
Delta Pi), Jefferson, Ind., to
Jim O'Brien (Sigma Ch.i), Paducah; Alina Parrot, Paducah, to
Gary Fields (Pi Kappa Alpha),
Paducah; and Brenda Mcintyre
(Kappa Delta pledge), Paducah,
to ~eve Whitaker (PI Kappa Alpha), Ft.. Lee, Va.
Engagements
L-

Fisner-Reevee
Randa Fisher, Paducah, to
Tau Kappa Epsilson socialfra- Larry Reeves, Paducah.
ternity cleaned up City Park last
weekend. The service project was
Henna-McWIII Iems
in conjunction with TKE Public
Service Week, promoted by the
Adraine Hanna, Highland Park,
fraternity's chapters across the N.J., to Sam McWUliams, (Tau
nation and in Canada.
Kappa EPsilon), Niagara Falls,
N.Y.
Service P'roie<t

Parents' Day

Pi Kappa Alpha Parents' Day
will be observed Sunday.
Activities tor the day will be an
open house in the Fraternity room
from 2 p.m. unt.Jl 4 and a banquet at 5 p.m. at the Woman's
Club House.
Pike parents will be entertained by several alumnus speakers.

Paul Mick

Sigma Chis Elect
Mick to Presidency
Paul Mick, Marion, has been
elected president of Sigma Chi
social fraternity for next year.
Mick, a jmior, is majoring
in accounting and mlnoring in
.English and journalism.
He i.s a member of Alpha
Kappa Psi, an honorary business fraternity, and Alpha Phi
Gamma, an honorary journalism
fraternity.
Other officers are:
Jim Rogue, East Orange, N.J.,
vice-president; Mike Roskelly,
Louisville, p 1 e d g e trainer;
George Akers, Orange, N.J., treasurer; Jim DeMeyer, Hickman,
recording secretary.
Bill Croft, Jefferson, Ind., corresponding secretary; David Sensing Clinton, chapter editor;
Do~ Underwood, Louisville, historian; and Tom Perdew, Frankfor4 sergeant-et-arms.

Raymond-Gall
Jean Raymond, Cincinnati,
Ohio, to Tom Gall, Cincinnati,
Ohio.
VInson-Bradley
Carolyn Vinson (Alpha Gamma
Delta), Cadiz, to Dave Bradley
(Lambda Chi Alpha), Fredonia.
Klnslow-Eart.s

Slaron Kinslow, Padlcah, to
Ronald Earles, Heath.

Austin· Ford
&lsan Austin (Alpha %rna Alpha), Mayfield, to John Ford,
OWensboro.
Marriages
E llis·Shell

Vicki Ellis (Alpha Gamma Delta), Murray, to Jack Slell (Alpha Tau Omega), Lutesville, Mo.

First Choice
Of The
Engageables

Saturday to Mark
Sigma Pi's Arrival
A.s Official Chapter
Sigma Pi colony will be installed as Gamma Upsilon chap.
ter of Sigma Pi national social
fraternity, Saturday,
Fifty-eight members will be
initiated at installation ceremonies beginning Saturday afternoon and concluding with a bancpet Salllrday night at t h e
Woman's Club House.
Guests for the installation wlll
i n c 1 u d e Executive Secretary
James Hill from the Vincennes
Alpha Chapter, and other Sigma
Pi notables.
Sgma Pi has been a colony
on campus since the spring ot
1967. Two charter members of
the new colony from the Alpha
chapter at Vincennes are Tom
Johnston and Steve Miller, both
from Frankfort, Ind.
The Murray chapter will bring
the number or chapters to 98.

PARENT DAY PLANNING •• • • . Meklng plans for PI Kappa

Alpha's annual Parents' Day are (left to right), Jim Lyon, Owens·
boro; Joe Day, Nebo; L" Engel, Fulton; Rick Tidwell, Murray;
and Max Rwsell, Murray.

Lynn Young

Miss Young Voted
Pi·KA Dream Girl
Lynn Young, Paducah, has been
selected "Dream Girl" oC Pi
Kappa AliDa, social fraternity.
Miss Young, a jwlior, is majoring in English andElemem.ary
Education. She ls a member r1
Sigma Sigma Sigma, social sorority.
The selection was made Friday
night at the "Dream Girl Ball"
at Ken Bar Inn.

They like the smart styling and
the perfect center diamond
. • • a brilliant gem of fine
color and modern cut. The
nome, Keepsake, in your
ring assures lifetime satis·
faction. Select yours at your
Keepsake Jeweler's store.
He's in the yellow pages
under "Jewelers."
REG•5T£11 EO

~P-sake •
DIAMOI'fO

l't i NC:.S

WSG.A to Continue
'Sister' Program
The Wom~n's Student Government Association will again sponsor the «Big Sister, Little Sister"
program this Call.
An.v coed who lsinterestedinboing a ''Blg Sister" is asked to notify her dorm zouncll, accordingto

Mrs. Martha Crafton, WSGA adviser.

The Palace

RED HOT SPECIAL
one time only

BIG,HAMBUBGER STEll
•-rt•s char-broiled..
with
COLE SLAW, FRENCH FRIES & HOT ROU.S

Regular $1.30 SeDer

Special 89c willa dais ad
••••• Thu. • Fri.
May 1. 2. 3

The Palace Drive Ia 753-7992

Famous for Quality
the world over,
Keepsake 1s
Amenca 's most

wanted
diamond
ring.
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Howro PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT ANDWEDDING

Please send new 20-page booklet, "How To Plan Your Engagement and Wedding" and new 12-page full color folder, both for
only 25c. Also, send special offer of beautiful 44-page Bride's Book.
Name ______________________________________

...

Address-------------------------------City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
State

Zip __________

KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS, BOX 90, SYRACUSE, N. Y. 13202

-----------------------------
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Epidemic Strikes MSU;
'Spring-itis' Hits Again
By Shirley O'Bryan
There is an epidemic going
around this campus caused by a
small germ Mother Nature lets
loosc this time each year. Anyone under ninety-nine years old
is susceptible.
Symptoms? Well, this disease
is characterized by a complete
absence c1 pain, rathe•· than the
usual discomfort accompanying

an illness.

cures for this dread infirmicy because atter the first attack it
is almost always true that 1'8occurrences will follow.
But science works miracles!
Through muchtedlousresearchit
has come up with at least a par.
tially effective treatment. Itisas
follows: first get a lot ci :>leep
(classes may provide the best Wlinterruptcd sleep).
And finally the most painful,
but tho most successful of all is
to remember how few weeks arc
left before finals. This generally
horrifies the students immediately out of their dilemma.
This is not really such a mystery disease, for each studert on
this and every other university
campus has experienced it at
some time or another in his life.
The name'? It is very simple in
technical or layman's terms -

The victim is never aware c1
his predicament until it is too
late for a remedy. And the cu.
phor1c state of the condition tends
to give Its sufferer an indifferent attitude.
This is what make& it so very
dangerous. By the time one contracts the ailment he does not
really care if he has it or not,
in fact he is lod to believe that
he really enjoys it.
There are very few sure-fire SPRING FEVER.

Kappi Pi Art Sale
Tonight to Open at 7
The eighth annual Art Auc-

tion, sponsored by Kappa Pi art

West Side Beauty Shop
104 N. l5th St.

Four Operators to Serve You

fraternity and the art division,
will open at 7 tonight in the

IRENE RAY

DOODLE LATIMER

SUB ballroom,

MIUIE TYNES

JESSIE HAYES

The doors will open at 6:30
but the auction wlll start at
7 and continue until 9:30. All
proceeds Y.iU go lnto Ute scholarship fund.

WIGS. HAIRPIECES. FALLS
•I "" .tndti'U~.~ ~.!.I'II.MIItc.tltf J>l.,t~"'.:~~ D4htf,. q.L •?·ti~~

The following arc In charge
of committees: Suzanne Warren,
public relations; Gary Hunt, posters and flyers; Dorothy Swann
and Debby Yon Almen, telephone
announcements; Charlotte I«>llman, lD tags for workers; Joan.ie Firster, "footprints,.; and
Jenifcr George, door prizes.

TOP TWO •. , .• Ann K•y S•nders and S•mmy Houaclen, both of
Murray, h.ve been selected ea "BHt Groomed" In the annu•l
spring conteat by the Auoc:l•tlon of Childhood Educ•tlon. Mlas
S•nden, • senior element.,y•ducetlon malor, won the title lut
yNr •lso. She Is • member of K•pp• Celt• aoclal sorority. Housden,
a lunlor business mefor, Is • member of Slgm• Chi social fr•ter·
nlty. TMie two were selected by •n •nonymoua committee from
10 beat dressed girl• and 10 beat dressed boya, chos-" ..rll•r by a
di,.rent •nonymoua commltt".

753-33-44

)'

IM.rfltf+.llll

fltplt\~ .

·~

Other committee chairmen arc
Earl Brizendine, set-ups: Barbara Murray, display or merchandise; Deanna Baker and Jeannie
Maddox, cashier, receiving, and
wrapping; Cynthla Huff and Charlotte Rollman, recorders: Aubrey Durham and Linda Whistle,
door watchers: Doug Underwood,
head of runners: Fred Wood and
Mark Wiggins, assistants to the
auctioneer; and Ed Shay, checker.

SALE! SALE!

$300

Off

:~

V SETS
Skirt • Jacket
Slacks • Jacket
Shorts-Top
Slacks-Top
Culottes· Top
v AllY DRESS

,;·

•
•
•
•
•

$200

\
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Off

v Miss Elaine Lingerie

Playtex·invents the first-day tamponf~

1f2 Off
1/a Off

(We took the inside out
to show you how different it is.)

v BRAS and GIRDLES

V JAIITZER SWIM SUITS

t
t

Campus Casual
100 N. 15th ST.

!

Outside: it's softer and silky ( not cardboardy).
Inside: it's so extra absorbent ... it even protects on
your first day. Your worst day!
In every lab test against the oJd cardboardy kind ...
the Playtex tampon was always more absorbent.
Actually 45% more absorbent on the average
than the leading regular tampon.
Because it's different. Actually adjusts to you.
It flowers out. Fluffs out. Designed to protect every
inside inch of you. So the chance of a mishap
is almost zero!
Try it fast.
Why live in the past?
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WIG SALES ARE BOOMING:

Sigma Nu 'Lets It All Hang Down'
Sgma Nu fraternity will sponsor a Fashion Slow at 7:30 U>morrow night in Meeting Rooms
1·2 of the !iJB to display the
hairpieces the.v have on sale.
"The resopnse we have had
from our sale has made it possible to present another showing or our hairpieces," said Art
Perrault, sale chairman.

Pam Ladd Elected
Dames' President
Pam Ladd, Cadiz, has been
elected president of the Murray
State Dames Club for next year.
Mrs. Ladd is a sophomore ma·
joring in English and speech.
She served as publicity chairman for the club this year.
Other officer are:
Judy Koch, Mayfield, vice-pr&o
sident; Nancy Willis, Murray, r&o
cording secretary; Car!'l Boaz,
Murray, corresponding secretary; Kathy Schmeltz, Trenton,
N.J., treasurer.
Melva Potts, Wytheville, Va.,
program chairman; Beverly
~.
Murray
co-program
chairman; Linda Golden, ~ra·
cuse, N.Y., publicity chairman;
Johanna Hamed, Frankfort, c<>publicity chairman; a n d Judy
Jackson, Kevil, parliamentarian,

..Most of the girls have been rcQJired with each order. Approdelighted with our bargains. No ximately 10 days will be req.~ired
dealer in the area can match our for delivery,
•'The reason we can sell a hlghQlality and our prices."
AlJ wigs on sale are 100 per q.~ality hairpiece for a lower
cent hand-tied human hair. Im- price is because we are dealing
ported from Italy, theyareavail· Jn volume , The sale must end
able in an assortment of colors. May 4," Perrault said.
The Fashion Slow will consist
of a demonstration of the articles
on sale andanexplanationanddisplay of the items available.
Hefreshments will be served.
Students and the general public
T h e Murray State Dames
are invited.
The wigs will remain on dls- Club's anmal spring banQJet and
play in the Sigma Nu fraternity dance will be at 6:30 on May 11
room in Wilson Hall until the sale at the Paris Landing State Park
ends Saturday. Anyone may come Hotel, according to Pam Ladd,
in and examine the hairpieces. publicity chairman.
Any club member not atten~
Hairpieces available include
wiglets, shorty wigs, full wjgs, ing the last meeting and want.ing to go to the banQJet should
and falls in long, medium, and
short lengths. Prices range from call Doralyn Lanier at 753-8020
Immediately.
$10 to $100.
A special called business meetOrders f o r the wJgs will be
taken by members of the frater- ing will be at 7:30 Tuesday night
nity and in the fraternity room. in Meeting Rooms 1-2 ofthe !i.JB.
When the order is taken, the 'fhere will be no program. Final
lady's hair color wm bematched arrangements will be made for
with a color wheel provided by the banQJet and the cookbook
sales will close.
the manufacturer.
A small down payment will be

Dames Club to Hold
Banquet on May 11

Pat Thorpe Elected
To Head Freshman
Women's Honorary

been.----------------------.

Pat Thorpe, Ma_vfield, has
elected president d. Alpha Lambda
Delta, a national honorary fraternity for freshman women.
Other newly-elected oft'icersare
Debbie Smith, Anna, Ill•• vlc&opresidert; Janie Hills, Louisville, secretary; LlndaRyan, Murra.v, treasurer; Sara Jo Wood, Greenville,
editor; and Helen Frishe, Frankfort, historian.
These otricers were installed
Sunday night. and 40 spring pledges were Jnitla.ted.
President Harry M. Sparks

Alpha Chi to Hear
Papers on May 9
Alpha Chi, a national honor
society, 'l'fill meet at the Village
Inn at Kentucky Dam Village
at 6:30p.m. May 9.
All members and spouses are
invited to attend. Tickets are
$1.50 each and reservations must
be made by Monday by contac~
ing either Dr. Clell Peterson,
facult,y adviser, or Brenda Edwards, treasurer.
There wUl be a program of
student papers.

IS IT OR ISN'T IT? ••••• Kay Hart, O.Jder, Mo., and Ronnie
GIIH, Wlckl~, hell'. customer try. wit. The •••• waa. protect

P1m t..dd

of Sigma Nu.

Coagralulalions, Sigma Pi
on receving your

lalioaal Charier
ALPHA GAIOIA DELTA

spoke at a ceremonies.
barquet following the • - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - installation
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MEDICAL STUDENTS ••••• lle¥4Nt Murray StaM
seniors hne been accepMd by thi"M university medical
$Choola to study medicine. The aelect.d students are
Cl.tt to right) Sue Jonetie:::.:c:ah, John Fr.,. Kolb,
May&ld, anci Holly McC
, Mayflekl, all ac~

by the University of Loulaville; Ronnie Kaler, Pe~ah, p...-.ntel atudenh; Bill WHMn, Murrey, Shve Hiland,
by Vanderbilt Univeraity ; Nlcbolaa Terftune, Murray, Benhn, St.Ye ROM, Murrey, end Jamet Powell, Sym.
end Daniel DIU, P....tonburg, both by the University of sonia, all by UofL.
Louiavll..; Jamea G,..., Wheatcraft, by tt. Unlver•ty
of Tennesaee; Dr. Llza Spam, advfaer to pre-med and

Chamber Honors Woods ...
(Continued fnlm p ... 1)

.

Dr. Harry Sparks, president of
MSU, made the principal a~
dress. He spoke on the positive
and negative attitudes that make
up a community.
The inscription of the plaque
presented to the first recipient
in history read: "Man of the HalfCentury, Presented in grateful
appreciation to Ralph Tl. Woods
by the Murray Chamber of Com·
merce, 1968."

DENTAL STUDENTS •••.. Four aelnors have been accephd by
two universities to study dentistry. The future dentists are (left

to right) James Ellis, Murray, UK; Robert Witherspoon, Watw
Valley, UofL; David Celh, Mayfield, UK; and Bobby Bryan, Pa·
ducah, UofL.

~SOO ACS Grant for Research

Awarded Coed Sharon Boling
A research grant of $500 was
recently awarded to Slaron Boo

ling, a junior chemistry major.
The grant was given by the Murray State Committee on Institutional ~dies and Research.
With this money, Miss Boling
will work Mltlme on a research
project in analytical chemistry.
Her work will be done this sum. mer under the direction of Dr.
B. E. McClellan of the department
of chemistry.
Two other Murray students are
receiving research grants Cor
work this summer, also under
the direction of Dr. McClellan.
They are Ray H. Parmelee, Kendallvllle, Ind., and Alice Lemond.
Buchanan, Tenn.
Miss Lemond, a senior chemistry and math major, will be working on problems in ultratrace

metal analyses by atomic abwrbUon spectrometry.
The e(Jlipment used in this rescarch has been developed in the
last 10 years, and Murray &ate
,
is the only center m this area
to Parmelle,
have this also
type aot senior
apparatus,
cbemistry major, will be working on
problems involving separation or
metal ions by solvent extraction.
He recently received the firstplace prize o f $25 for tho most
outstanding research paper at the
ine in Miniature.

The Chamber of Commerce
also dedicated this banquet to
Dr. Woods. On the program was
a dedication page to the retiring president.

tlon of Dr. Ralph Woods as
"Man of the Ilalf-Century." You
ha\·e selected lor this highest
of honors a man whose selfless
dedication and tireless energies
have secured a meaningfulfuture
Cor thousands of young Kentuckians.
"I regret that prior commitments make It Impossible for
me to attend and participate in
this ceremony, but I do want
to take this opportunity to as·
sure you that when you name Dr.
Woods the man or the half~en·
tury, you speak not only for your
organization, but for all Kentuckians, I join with you in wlsfl.
ing Dr. Woods every success
!or the future."

Alph• Phi Gamma Will Meet
Tomorrow to Elect Officers
Alpha Phi Gamma,anhOnorary
journalism fraternity, wiU meet
at 4:30 tomorrow afternoon ln
111 Wllson Hall to elect otficers
Cor the fall semester and discuss
plans for The Fuze, a campus
humor magazine.

Cont•d Sigma Chi Room
On Greek Week Booths
Fraternities or sororities woo
want to place a boothintheGreek
Week Carnival must contact L.>nn
Kull at 75$.7442 or the Sigma
Chi room at 75~2981.
'fhls
\'Cl' hit,y

y~ar

Murray State Un._

employS a full time phy.

sic ian on duty six hours a d•v.

A letter from Gov. Louie B.
Nunn was sent to Dr. Woods expressing appreciation held for
him over the past years, "On
behalf of all Kentuckians, to
whose future you have pledged
your past, I commend you for a job
well done, and offer my best wish·
es for the future,"

DEEP TAN

A telegram was also sent by
J
L J h
Gov, Nunn to Mr, ames . o nson, executive secretary of the
Murray Chamber: "I congratulate you and Murray Chamber
of Commerce upon your designa-

$1.39
BOLLARD DRUGS.

LARGE SIZE SPECIAL

r-~~::~~=-=~-...,::.__!:::::::::::::::;::::::::::::

Don't burn outdoors If
day is hot and dry! That's
when forest fires are
most apt to start!

CHECK THIS VALUE!

•

PORTABLE TV

$88e88

TOMMY CARRICO•&

Marine Service Station
W. MAIN ST. (ACROSS FROM DAIRY QUEEN)

• Big 172 sq. in. picture.
• "Silver-Touch"

tuning system.
• High impact
easy care cabinet.

Major Oualily GasoUne al SpeCial College Prices

Ml52 DEB

Bilbrey's

Cigarelles . . . . . . . 24c

CAR & HOME SUPPLY
210 MAIN

753-5617

Balk Molar Oil . . 15c:

We SeD AU Major Brands ol Motor Oil
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ROTC SWEETHEARTS ••••• Fleshing pretty amllea wen C1rle
Rondy (left ), Berbe-rton, Ohio, " B1ttellon Sw..thelrt," end S1lly
Threlkeld, Owensboro, " Brlg1de SwHtheert," 1 s they were presented flowers 1t ttw Militery B1ll Fridey night In h SUB bill·
room. Presenting the flowers to Mise Roncty Is Roa-r Om...,

-··

Cf\ rl3 ER Federal Program Aids
6~555

State Students

An estimated 6,555 Kentucky
t'oll~e students w(ll be helpell
by the Cederauy-supportea (."01lege Work..Study Program during
the second hall of this year, ac. cording to Mr. Wilbur J. Cohen,
acting secretary ofhealth, education, and welfare.
Twenty-six Kentucky institutions of higher learning have
been awarded $1,579,372 for
the program. The federal government will pay 85 oer cent or
the worker s• wages from July 1
through August 19, and 80 per
cent after August 20. The college will provide the remainder.
•
Employment consists of jobs
ANOTHER BOUQUET •.••. K1y P lnkJey, Murrey; w11 presented such as a taacher's assistant,
library aid, lab assistant, main• bouquet of roses by Tim Hendrickson, Mleml, 1t ttw Mlllt1ry
B1ll F rldly night. Mill Pinkley, one of ttw B1tt1llon Sweethe1rts, tenance worker, and administraWll 1110 chosen •• " Miu Kentucky."
tive aid.
~--~"'-·--

Students may work a maxi mum
of 15 hours per week while In
ooh{W>l "'"" np to 40 hours a week
durlng vacation.
The Office of Education has
allocated more than $82 million in grants to 1,845 institutions of higher education in all
50 states, the District of Columbia, Guam, Puerto Rico, and the
Virgin Islands.
"Our goal is to remove tl1c
financial barrier that stands in
the way or any qualified young
person who seeks a college education," said Mr. Cohen.
Application for participation
in the program must be made ln
the Student Financial Aid Office,
317 Administration Bldg. today.

Cadets of the Week
Chosen by ROTC
George B. Palko, S:lmmerville, N.J., and Wllliam E. ~ead,
Louisville, were chosen "Cadets
of the Week" by the militaryscience department last week.
The cadets were chosen for
their outstanding military appearance and bearing out of a battalions of approximately 800 cadets each.
Chosen from the Second Bat-talion, Palko is a aophomoremajoring in business management.
A sophomore majoring in promedicine, &lead wascbosenfrom
the First Battalion.

NIW OFPICIRI •• • •. Perlhln1 Rl*'-, en hon·
ora'l mlllt1ry fr1ternlty, h11 elected offlcera for
the f61.4t sd1ool YHr. They 1re (left to right,
front row ) L1rry J . G1rf1nd, H1rry L. Bor..r,

~
Military Ball Pays
Honor to 5Cadets
And 'Sweethearts'
Five advanced military students v;ere awarded trophies for
o!acing (jrst in their platoons
during summer camp at lfi0"3'2fta semi-MDUal Military Ball Friday
night.
Those receiving awards were
Richard Ciccolella, Bohannon,
Va.; Robert Gregory, Henderson;
Timothy Hendrickson, ~i:
Larry Tillman, Huron, Tenn.; and
James Toler, Owensboro.
The brigade and batallion
sweethearts were also presented
with long-stemmed red roses.
sally Threlkeld, Owensboro, is
the "Brigade SWeetheart"; Carla
Rondy, Barberton, Ohio, "First
Battalion SWeetheart", and Kay
Pinkley, Murray, "SecondBattalion SWeetheart.' '
The Men of Note provided the
musical entertainment, while the
Singing Cadets presented "Born
Free'' and "Army Blues."

YARDLEY
COSMETICS

BOLLARD
DRUGS

Mlch1el 8 . Jeffre11; (biCk row) Jem• E. Me.
Dowell, Ronefd L. Bennett, Elliott F. Mitchell,
~nd Stephen M . Turchift.

Your Tax-Shellered Almaily RepreseDialives
al Murray Stale
Income Tax Free Saving for Your Retirement With or Without Ufe Insurance
Benefits for Your Family. Write or
Call ..•

The BEST PIZZA in. Ky.

The Connecticut Mutual
Life Insurance Co.
C. T . W1nalow

247-5225

Mayfield, Ky.

15 Delicious Varieties
We Deliver PhQne 753-6113
C. M. Rhodes
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This place Murray State Uni· Murray has won the Western
versity has always hadacomplex Division title nine times.
But this year we have been
about its sports.
ln the fi!ties, or early fif. shocked to see the Racers drop
ties at least, football was strong double-headers to Western Df·
and the Cans expected good grid· vision roes t~;tiddle TeMessec and
Iron showings. The sixties has Western Kentucky. This has been
proven to give the fans a com- unheard of in the slxtles and
plex opposite that of th~ fifties late fifties, and people wonder
about the fall debacles known as why it has happened to a team
football games. In the si:xties we which was considered at the outhave expected to lose, and we have set of the season to be possibly
lost.
one or the best and most cxclt·
But that complex is about to ing outfits in years.
undergo another about-face, I pr&The pitching was supposed to
diet. And it won't be long. May· com~ armmdandbeourbestsince
be next year.
the days of Lynn Bridwell and
Basketball has been in and out Jerry Anderson and George Du·
also. But it is harder t<' clamp gan, a trio of the best-known huran ironclad argument to back up lers in this area.
any claims about basketball com.
Big Ul.ve Gourlemc had a couplexcd because it is an up-and- ple o! fine outings early in the
down sport.
season, but bas tailed off. He
What 1 mean is, you can't go walked five men in one-and-two
out and watch a poor freshman
thirds innings against Western,
team and then rightly predict and Cor Gouriell'C that is unheard
that for the next three years of. But it's just one of many
the cage sport will woefully lack things which has happened at the
at .Murray, because of the inflll'C wrong time,
of junior college transfers, dropDon Lee, a junior like Gourouts, transfers, etc.
ieux, has had unexpected trouThe track complex has been ble, and the best lefty, Rodney
extremely favorable since Rill Pryer, has been nursing a lame
Furgerson came on the sc enEtoitl.-.a.z:~~.............-:--~~~--:--IF---"..__.the mid·fiftles to take Murray
pitching has
to the plnacle of success in the been
relief Ukocinder sport. People still expect wise.
There have been minor injurMurray to be strong in track,
and Coach Cornell is a capable ies to key personneL The best
man.
example is Mike Jones, a solidBut perhaps the one complex hitting catcher who has come up
which has been ours to enjoy with a sore arm.
for the last decade has been the
That left the catching chores
FACT, not the hope or pedic· in the hands of" Phil Hayden and
tion, U'lat Murray woula oe a Frank Orr. Hayden is no iron
wiMer in baseball.
man, and all that catching atThat great national game play· fects a player's hitting. Orr does·
ed by millions of kids in citv n't hit much and with Murray ~
leagues and fann pastures and hind most of the time his glove
pl:o..yed by overgrown kids who was needed but not his bat. So
((Cr paid for it in our bigger infielder Roger Fields has been a
csoes before thousands of fans catcher on some days.
(there's nothing like fun at the
The Coach has used a platoon
• ole' ball park) has had a warm system this year in order togive
home 1n Murray ever since the alot of players alot of exper·
arrival of Johnny "Red" Rea- ience. He has thrown a primarily
gan, a man who probably could left-banded-hitting lineup against
write his own ticket to any rigbthanded pitching, and right·
major league team if he so d&- ies against lefties.
sired.
But the two uruts just have not
Coach Reagan has broughtMur- jelled as a team. When they
ray championship baseball, bril· hit there has been nobody on
Uant players, and pride in win- base, when the ducks were out
ning. I don't know all the country- there a hit was hard to find,
wide percentages o! college It's just been that kind of year,
coaches, but Mr. Reagan's 11· the kind of sluml) which makes
year wlMing percentage against the whole year a slump because
aU competition (prlor to this sea- of the limited number or games
son) is •712, and that's got to be played,
one of the best ever anywhere.
We're not our of it yel, and
Hls winning percentage against some or those breaks which have
OVC roes is a more amazing been going the other w_ay f!18Y
.763 prior to thls season, and just as well Call this way. The
one can see why when he consld- team is better than their r~
~rs that In the last 10 years
cord shows.

_ _...:;;_;~~ffll£'1-:l

Jlntzen COV.l1 t very twlmmlng situation In

one wtll-choaen word: Top-All.
A cardigan of 100% cotton terry velour,
atrat-olcally trimmed with ribbing for great fit.

Handy zip front. Sizes S-XL In colors ltke
desert gold, cosmic blue,

,

tarnished green. 0.00

Jantzen spoken here
....:../

Jantzen

FOR ALL YOUR SUMMER NEEDS

and now . . .

~

JADE.! EAST.

CORAL-

A NEW AFTER SHAVE & COLOGNE

CBICKE'I'EER - SUITS lr SPORT COATS
BOSTOHIAH lr BASS SHOES
HAGGER'S SLACKS & SHORTS
LEVIS: CASUALS lr JEAHS
ARROW SHIRTS -GOLD CUP SOCKS
FORMAL RENTAL SERVICE

•

l

GRAHAM &.JACKSON

•

AFTER SHAVE from $2.50
COLOGNE hom $3.00
SWANK Inc.-Solo Ot&lrib~lor

ON THE SQUARE
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OVC HOPES VANISHING:

Mappin's 2. HR's Lead
Racers to 13-4 Victory
Shortstop Tim Mappin slam·
med two home runs and Jeft;y
Mike Kistner p itched six strong
innings as Murray won Its sixth
game Of the season, defeating
Lambuth College, 13-4, at Murray
Frida3.
The Racers, experiencing their
worst season ever under Coach
J ohnny Reagan, erupted tor five
runs in the first frame andadded
three in the second to decide the
issue early.
Outfielders Olllas Grant and
Rick Nichols each had a pair c:i
hits and fi.rstbaseman Rodney
Pryer had a hit and three RBI
as Mt.IIT8Y stroked 11 hits in the
game.

Lambuth,

meanwhile,

Racers Bow to •toppers, 12-4, 9-6
could

manage only six hits ott Kist-

ner and his relief. Lert.Y Hansen
Williams came on in the seventh and righthander Randy White
was used in the ninth.
Jack Hens;>nwasLambuth'stop
Offensive performerwithadouble
and a triple.
The victory pushed ~1urray' s
spring sorkshect to 6-10. They
lost a Wednesda3 twin-bill to
Western here to all but elimi~
ate themselves from the ave
race.
Lambuth - 020 000 020 - 4 6 4
Murray-531 210 lOx - 1311 2
W-Kistner. L-Owens. HR-Mappin 2 (murray).

Murray Nine Drops 4of 5
In Spring Vacation Disaster
The sun didn't shine too
brightly on the Racer baseball
team during spring "break" as
they lost a doubleheader at Middle Tennessee April 13, then
dropped two or three games to
Wisconsin at the local diamond
April 15 and 16.
The Racers dropped a pair o!
on&-run decisions to the Blue
Raiders, current OVC Western
Division leaders, April 13 as
Dave Gourieux and Don Lee suCfered 4-3 and 3-2 losses, respectively.
Both games were highlighted
by strong pitching on both sides,
but Middle got the early breaks
to defeat Murray twice ln one
day for the first time in some
12 year~ . The Racers had beaten Middle 25 times in 30 games
previous to the "Saturday the
13th., hard luck,
Murray then came home and
kicked Wisconsin' s Badgers , 5-4,
in a thrUler on Monday the

15th before losing a doubleheader to the northerners on Tuesday by scores o! 7-3 and 12-0.
Racer southpaw Rodney Pryer
and Wisconsin' s Pennington and
later Oakley hooked up in a tight
duel for eight Innings before Don
Harris' bullet single drove in
the winning run in the bottom of
the ninth off Oakley. His hit
gave the pitchingvietorytofreshman Randy White, who had relieved Pryer in the top of the ninth.
Freshman Mike Derrington
banked out three hits in four
tries and chased home two runs
to qualify as the leading Racer
hitter, although Harris' blow accounted for the win.
Vito Scavo also drove in two
runs with a triple in three trips
to the plate.
The Badgers clawed Murray
but good the next day, however, to take th.!) series which,
was shortened by one game due
to a Wednesday rain,

Western Kentucky's Hilltopper
baseball team enjoyed Its best
day in years against Murray's
struggling Racers a week ago as
they invaded the local field and
went home two victories richer
- and two steps closer to gaining the championship of the ave
Western Division baseball crown

•

away with five big runs in the
fourth inlll.r!g. Freshman Mickey
Gourleux had his curve work- Holland, a r ighthander, relieving with authority for three ed Lee in the fourth.
Centcrfielder Don Harris, a
frames, but it failed him in the
fourth when he walked three Murray mainstay for three years
straight batters. Western's first in the garden spot, gave local
hit then brought hometwotallies, fans a nicker or hope when he
and Murray led, 3-2, after four, touched off a three-run cir<:uit
Gourieux issued two more free samsh in the bottom of u'"
passes in the fifth before retir- fifth to p~ll Murray to a 9-5
deficit.
Ing With two outs, but righthand·
er Randy White, a freshman, had
But Elliot Miles, Western
little success against the fired-up righthander, gained control of
Hilltowers as they dropped their himselt and the game, limiting
hits in front of the outfield and the Racers to only one more
pushed in five runs for a 7-3 run and making the final score
plate In the fourth and fifth and

took an early shower.

lead.

Western added five more in
the top of the seventh and final
inning of! sophomore southpaw
Steve Lambert. All the while
Markham, who latched onto his
sudden support like a mother hen
would her chicks, allowe<l only
one hlt - a line single to rightcenter by catcher Phil Hayden
- the rest of the way, alth01,1gh
Mur ray scored a run in their
final turn at bat without the benefit of a base hit.
The lett jab of Murray's 1-2
LUCKLESS • • • Racer frelhm•n righthanded pitching punch southp•w hurter Steve Lambert Gourleux was thus beaten,
Mid • herd time getting tha side and Don Lee, therlghtcross,now
out In the top of the seventh In had the pressure on his should·
the first IIIIM of lest Wednel· ers to gain a split Cor the homed•v's doublaheacMr with Wftt· stand;na nine. It was not to be,
em. The 'Toppers scored five
~ ...
tim• before the third out came. however, as Lee and his mates
learne<l ear ly in the game bewhich is Cast fading out or any fore losl~. 9-6.
Murray visions Cor a repeat
championship,
The 'Toppers jumped on Lee
Western letthander Stan Mark· for two first-inning runs and went
aam was masterful in the first ahead 4-2 in the third after Murgame when the 'Toppers blast- ray had rallied to tie the count
ed Murray, 12-4. Mar kham al- with ~ingle runs in the first
lowed only three hits, one or them and second.
!l towering three-run homer by
·
h 1
Da
Gour1eux ·lD
Some shOddy fieldina - the
10Slng
ur er
ve
•on
the second inning.
Racers committed fouli errors
Gouieux•s blow had staked the
in the game - contr buted to
Racers and himself i.o a 3-0 Lee' s downfall as Wesern JJUt it

9-6.

The loss dropped Murray to
ave competition, since
they had previously lostadoUbleneader to Middle Tennessee and
have not tasted victory in the val.
ley league this year.

D-4 in

SAFI •• • There ware W..t.rn
Hilltoppors •II over the ba...
paths WedMsdey wtt.n the
'Topper• •cored 21 runs In •
doubleheader victory over Mur·
ray. Here • 'Toppar 1lldes In
aefoly •t third
In o.L. fifth
mw
Inning •• Racer J im R•ld re·
::::~ the outfielder'• throw too

b••

lead after three innings. but the . - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' " " " " ' - - - - - - - - - - - .
big r ighthander couldn' t find the

Learn to be
light on
your feet in
one easy step.

Tlw Cc~pnt P ll\ \\t•\t•nhcr~ , \II \<Ill m•t·cl j, one
tP<.t "all.. 111 t1nd out ho\\ \'•1" II •~ to -.tand up t~nd rl'la:>.
ru,tom ( llll\lfllt!ecl !rom ltghtwt.•tght hut fllgl.!t'd
f111,Jiit\' ll',lt lwr<, mnldNJ ll\Pr 'il"t' tcil wrrn'

\nd lht~\ rw<-rl no hw<Jktng m In ,, '' tdl'
IT NEVER GOT THERE . • • . • Western Ken·

tucky'1 catcher Ia ell set to catch this pitch dellveNd by hurler Steve Markham, but Murray re·
c_.ver Phil Hayden didn't let it get there. Hayden

slammed the pitch into right for a lingle. HI• hit
was one of only three collected by tha R1cers,
who lost the game, 12.4.

I

\ 'clrH•tv

>I ,,, ll·~ . '"l"•, ollld ( olor, .

CapriceBv
Massagic Shoes.

~
berg
~)·en

.I

WYLIE'S DRIVE IN
FORMERLY UOYD'S DRIVE IN

SEVER DAY SPECIAL
BEGINS TODAY
HAMBURGER BASKET jasl 45c
WITH FRENCH FRIES, SLAW, AND 10c DRINK
Hours: Tue. thru Sat. 5:30 a. m. - Midnight
Sunday: 8:00 a. m. - Midnight
(Closed Mondays)

Phone 753-7428

Family Shoe Store
510 MAIN ST., MURRAY
Open Every Friday Till 8:00 p. m.
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OEFEAT TOP-RANKED COMPETITION:

Thoroughbred Relay Tearns Win at Kansas Relays
Murray State's track team has
placed very well in some of the
toughest national competition as
several members ot the team
have participated in nationallyranked relays last week and
during spring "break."
The two most impressive victories were in the Kansas Relays
as the 440 and 880-yard relay
teams took first place honors in
the college division.
The 440 team of Ed Hearne,
Tommie Turner, Larry Coleman,
and Jim Freeman handily outclassed their opponents, being clocked in 40,9 seconds.
(A Courier - Journal sports
writer claimed this was the best
time ever r ecorded by a Kentucky
collegiate team. However, this
weekend at the Drake relays,
Murray was clocked at 40.6),
The 880 team. comoosed of the
same runners, also won easily
at Kansas in 1:26. Both the 440
and the 880 marks are new school
records.
The universlty-<livlsion time
for the 440 was only one tenth
of a second better than that
?! the Racers, who dereatdthelr
-:ompetitors by more than 30
vards.
Jim Freeman ran his best time
ever for the 100 meters as he
nnished third behind two nationall-Y known stars. Freeman' s time
was 10. ~.
Coach Bill Cornell stated, "I
was quite pleased with the double win. Most coaches are happy
with only one victory in a meet
ot this type, but we managed two,
plus Freeman's fine time in the
100 meters."
At Des Moines, Iowa, in the
Drake Relays, the two relay

SIU Overwhelms
Soccer Team, 5-3;
Plays Here May 18
Powerful Southern Illinois University gained revenge from an
earlier loss to the Murray State
s occer team as they turned the
tables at Carbondale, 5-3, Saturday.
The first game c1 the light
spring schedule was thus dropped
as the injury-ridden Murray
squad ran irto the nationally
ranked SIU squad.
Rick Sangvichien and Al Herr era didn't make the trip and
Murray Star Mohamad"Mo"Moghadamian was injuredduringthe
first half c1 play and hospita.liz.
ed. Tests indicated the injury
was not or a serious nature.
The ~ Murray goals were
scored by Phil Petro who had
two and Titus Okolo whowascredited the other.
The only other gam~ on the
spring schedule will be a return
bout with SIU here May 18 in
Cutchin Stadiwn.
Playing their last game for the
Murray squad will be goalie Terry Adams and star performer
Rich Sanvichien. Another strong
man for the young Murray team,
Doug Foland, dropped out aC
school.
Next fall the team plans a
schedule c1 10 games begi.rmlng
September 21. The fall soccer
schedule will appear at a later
date in The News.

I

(
FOUR TRUE THOROUGHBREDS • . • , . This Is
tM Racer 440, or 880-yard relay teem, whJctt.ver
you want to call them. The same four boys (t.ft
to r ight) Eddie Herne, Tommie Turner, Larry
Col~"" "'" J im Freeman, compriM both r.tay
squada. They recently ran the 440 In 40.6 aeconds,

again easily won their
heats Friday morning but had another taste or bad luck In the
linals.
First, the 880 relay team was
leading the field at the halfway
ooint in the relay when the baton
vas dropped on a handoCC with
.he quartet's two fastest runners
still remaining.
Then when the Murray 440
:.earn drew for position In the
:inals, they drew the inside lane,
Nhieh is not the most desirable
spot due to the curb on the in:Ide or the lane, and secondly,
teamS

The doubl~imination tournaments in both men's intramural
softball and volleyball arc under
way at Murray.
S>me olthegamesandmatches
have already taken place or were
supposed to take place last week~
end, but The News was unable
to obtain the complete results
by press time,
Cam,pus volle~·ball g a m e s
which were scheduled to be
staged last week include: (Fra·
ternity League) Sigma Pi vs. Kap.
pa Phi; TKE vs. Sigma Nu; ATO
vs, PiKA; Lambda Chi- Sigma
Chi wiMer vs. Beta Sigma.
(League 1) PiKA No. 2 vs.
Alpha Kappa Psi; Alpha Phi
Omega vs. Vets Club; Sausage
Six vs. The Lions; The Crew
vs. We Guys.
(League I0 Aces vs. S>ul Brothers; Gophers vs. Yanks; George
Wilder Boys vs. Alpha Phi Omega
No. 2; 5th F1oor Warriors vs.
Club House.
The Sausage Six are set to
take on the Crew at 6:30 tonight
and Alpha Phi Omega No. 2 will
meet Club House at lfle same
hour.
The 7:15 matches are ATO vs.
Sigma Chi and PiKA against
Lambda Chi in a pair or Greek

ror Parties .............. $25 per day
• WW Accommodate 15-20
People
• Cabin in case of rain or for
preparing refreshments
Alter 5 p.

•he lane had lost its smoothness due to the previous races.
Subsequently, the Murray men
made some rough handoffs and exchanges and settled for second
place. Despite the second place
finish, they were clocked In 40.6,
a new school record,
T h e week be!ore spring
"break" the squad traveled to Oxford, Ohio, ror a triangular meet
with ~Uaml of Ohio and Ball
State. Murray finished second
with 64 points; Miami of Ohio
was first with 83 and Ball
State had 41.

Men's Campus SOftball,
Volleyball Under Way

FOR BERT: 28' Ponloon Cruiser

753-8984

probably the best tlme ever run In thet event by
a Kentucky colletlat. team. This qu.rht, alont~
with the rest of the t.am, will be In action at
home fo rthe first time this season Saturday night
at 7:30 when Murray hosts Arkans.. Stat. In a
dual mMt.

league battles. At 8 SSgma PI
will meet Kappa Phi.
The softball tourney continues
with three games today.
Richmond I will battle Hart
Hall 2-2 at field No. 1 (northeast cot·ner of City Park); ~dy
Oaks will tackle the Vets Club
at Field No. 2 (northwest corner
of the park); and Alpha Gramma
Delta will test the Industrial Arts
on FUed No. 4 (Robertson Grade
&hool fiel<().
All these games will begin at
4:30, according to the schedule.
Two more 4:30 games are on
tap Friday afternoon, when PiKA
will play Lambda Chi at Field
No. 1 and ATO will take on Beta
Sigma at Field No. 2.

The mile relay team won their
event as the speed ot Turner
brought Murray home with victory. Turner was near ly 20 yards
behind the leading team at the
start or his anchor run and he
blitzed the distance 1n 45.8, giving Murray the blue ribbon.

Track Team to Test
A-State Saturday
In First Home Meet
The Murray State track team
will open its home meet schedule
saturday night at 7 a s strong
Arkansas State will provide the
competition for the Murray men.
The action wtll take place in
Cutchin stadlwn and will be free
to the public.
Coach Bill Cornell stated Sunday that Arkansas stato ha.splenty c1 stars and also depth in making the track team the power they
are this year.
Currertly the Racers are explosive with such runners as Jim
Freeman, Larry Coleman, LeRoy
McGinnis, Tommie Turner, Ed
Hearne, Al Evans, Don Smith;
pole vaulter Doug Morris and
field performers M!ke Forbes,
Nick Spadifino, Paul Leahy and
Steve Reagan healthy and ready.
The squad has set several
school recor ds and promises to
give Arkansas State a fight to the
finish.
Yesterday the team traveled to
Brownsvllle, TeiUl., foraninvi~
tional m':let with several area colleges.
Another home meet will be May
21 as the Racers take on Southern Illinois University in a duel
meet. The meet was previously
set Cor Mil.}' 7, but a conflict in
the SlU schedule forced the postponement or the meet.

"It takes Giftsmanship
to know what
he \Vants." ~~~~~~~

Banker "DO~
-17 Jawel:o.
Waterproof •. Gilt
Numerals
and Markers.
$49.95

Give hilil a Bulova
for Graduation.
LIHDSEY'S JEW£1.£BS
•Whan case, crown and cryatal are tntact.

Everything for Every Sport
••• Excepl ne.Player
Equipmeal
Team Uniforms
Award Jackels
Trophies
MOST COMPLETE UNE OF ATHLETIC AND SPORnNG GOODS IN WESTERN KY.

Hunt's AthleticGoods
525 S. 6th ST" About Halfway Between Courthouse and the Libr1ry
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REMAIN UNDEFEATED:

Net Fillies Batter Three Opponents
'Fhe wom~n's tennis team continued its march toward an und&feated season by blanking Mem;bis State, urM, and Southern
Illinois Untvcrsitytwoweeksago.
The team met Memphis State
April 22 at Memphis in an_indoor

1

who trounced Linda Morgan, 1~2.
In the No. 4 match, Murray's
Carol Stopper topped AM Vaughan, 1()...3.
Gail Rosenthal oCMemphlswas
defeated by Murray's No. 5 player, Jean Ann Luther, 1()...5. At
No. 6, fillieSallyBichonwonover
Toni Viglletti, 1()...2.
The girls blanked the University oC Tennessee at Martin, 9-0,
here a week ago.
No. 1 Martie Bastin breezed by
Edna Massey, and f'\o. 2 Paula
Carbonell downed Martin's LiM
Dunn. At the third position for
Murray, Carolyn Wells handed
Chris Robinson a defeat.
No. 4 Carol Stopper bestedSue
Donnell at positions five and six,
respectively, Murray's Ann Hunt
edged Janice Dunn, and \ 'icki
Russell completed the sweep by
trouncing AM Isbell.
In doubles competition, Misses
Stopper and Cindy A lm<;lndinger rl
Murray topped Robinson and Donnell; Bichon- Carbonell stomped
Massey and Dunn d Martin; and
Miss Russell and Vicki Thoma
swamped the Dunn-Isbell team.
Murray State's fillies then
blasted powerful Southern Illinois

NO. 1 • • . Martha " Martie"
Ba1tin continues to lead the
Racer Fillle t.nnl1 team to what
loolu like an undefeated Maton.
Mi11 Bastin Is rated a1 one of
the top female netters In the
state.
match. Because ollimited space
and the timn e lement, proCessional set scoring was used. The first
player to win lOgameswithatwogame margin was the winner.
This method was decided upon
Carol Stopper
by the team coaches after Murray' s Martie Bastin had defeated University Saturday on their
her opponent, Sandy Smith, 6-4, home courts.
Sue Maynard oC SIU was de6-8, 6-4.
No. 2 fillie Paula Carbonell feated by Miss Bastin, 6-3, 6-2.
downed Betty Finley, 1()...3. At the at No. 1 Miss Carbonell edged
No.3 positionwasCarolynWells, by Kathy Gumm, 6-4, 6-4, at the

No. 2 spot. Murray's Carolyn
Wells trounced Vickie Sheets,
6-1, 6-0, and Jean Ann Luther
won a hard fought match over
Karen Matz, 7-5, 6-8, 6-3. Anita
Rodriguez fe ll to Carol Stopper

of MSU, 6-4, 3-6, Ann Hunt outlasted Ann Phillips, 7-5, 2-6, 8-6,
to give Murray it's final victory
of the daY in singles competition.
The Bastin-Wells team overran Maynard and Gunn, 6-1, 6-0;
Misses Bichon and Carbonell
teamed to down Sheets - Rodriguez, 6- 1, 6-2; and Russell 'Stopper breezed past Matz Phillips, 6-1, 6-I.

Coed Intramural Meet
Scheduled for May 15
The women's intramural meet,
featuring both independent and
organizational teams, will take
place May 15 at 7:30 p.m.
The independent teams may not
have more than 12 girls on a team,
but the organizations' teams may
have unlimited members.
The 13 events which "111 comprise the meet will take place
at the following Urnes:
7:30 - 70..yard hurdle preliminaries, shot, high jump
7:40 - 100-yard dash prelimInaries
. 7:50 - 440..yard run finals,
discus.
8 - 50..yard dash prelimlnaJ:'o
ies

8:15 - 70..yard hurdle finals,
softball throw, running long jump.
8:30 -

lOG-yard dash finals,

8:45 -

50..yard dash finals.

440..yard relay.
Each team may enter twogirls
in each event. The entry forms
can be picked up ln Mrs. Margaret Simmons• office In the
Health Bldg. The entry fee for
each team is $2.
Medals wUI be awarded to the
independent team winner and a
trophy in the organizational di·
vision. In addition, the first four
places in each event will receive
ribbons.
9-

Go 1,600 miles

On this much gas

Women's Softball
Tourney Completes
Intramural Season
Many bases wtll be covered
as women's intramural activities
make their final run ofUtespring
semester, especially on the soft..
ball diamond,
This year's softball tournament began Monday with Kappa
JJelta meeting Sigma Sigma Sigma in the opener at 4:30, At
5:45 Team 325 played the Yankee Rebs.
Alpha Delta Pi was scheduled
to meet Alpha Sigma Alpha yes-terday with the Fillies playing
Charlie Brown' s team.
This is a two-league tournament featuring both Greek and
independent teams. Awards will
be presented to the winners sooo
alter the May 14 conclusion of
softball play, unless there are
ties.
1n today' s action the Acers take
on the Yankee Rebs at 4:30.

Alpha Tau Om-,a .. 3t
Lambda Cht AlpM ... 39
Tau Kappa Epsilon . 34\o2
Pi Kappa Alpha .. _ ..... 30
Vets Club .......
. 31
Sigma Chi .
21
Alpha Gamma Rho
24
Beta Sigma .
. 20
16
Slttma Nu . . .... .

26
29
32

36

40
44

TOP 5 SERIES
Bill Hodge (ATO), 611; John
Rose (Sigma Chi), 511; Mike
Rundle ( lambda Chi), 571 ; J..
Nappi (TKE ), 566; AI Merk
(TKI), 564.

LEACH'S

Music
DIXIElAND CENTER

J. • S. OIL Co.
Major Company Gasoline At Independent Prices

WE REVER CLOSE
CIGARmES 25c

17
21
25Y.a

COFFEE· COKES

Across From Jerry's on South 12th

With this new Honda
This sleek Honda Super 90 delivers an incredible 160 mpg
onregular gasoline, but economy of operation isn't Honda's
only bag.
Ride any of Honda's 23 models and you can forget high
insurance and ma intenance costs. Forget parking
problems too.
And when you ride Honda you go in style. Every ti me.
The Honda Super 90, for instance, combines big bi ke looks
with easy lightweight handling. Its dependable Honda
four-stroke overhead camshaft engine produces an
impressive 8 bhp @9,500 rpm; speeds up to 65 mph. And
the Super 90 is priced at what you want to pay.
The smooth Honda Super 90. Is there a better way to
go the distance?

HONDA

We Honor All Courtesy C1rds

Awntomatic Car Wasla 50c
Wax 25c
LOCATED ON STORY AVE. JUST BACK OF US

Now Honda has sold its millionth motorcycle! See your Honda dealer today and get in
on the second million. And for free color brochure and safety pamphlet, write: American
Honda Motor Co., Inc., Oept.C· l2, P.O. Box 50, Gardena, California 90247. © 1968, AHM.
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MURRAY TOPS MOREHEAD, EASTERN:

Tennis Team Tops AP, Indiana
Netters Win 2, Lose 1 at Western In Pre-Spring Vacation Play
The MSU nctters facedthrcc of
their OVC toeli last weekend at
Bowling Green when they met
Eastern, Morehead, and Western
In a quadrangular meet.
The Racers defeated Eastern,
8-1, and Morehead, S-2, but lost
to rh-al Western, 6-3, in the
weekend competition.
"Bob Willett has been out~
ding in these last matches," said
Racer Coach Jesse Spencer.

Net Team Falters
In Southern Tour
Coach Jesse Spencer's tennis
squad took a tour through the
South during the Easter vacation,
playing in the Cape Coral Invitational at Cape C o r a l, Fla.,
at Georgia Tech, and at Clemson University.
The Racer outfit did not fare
foo well, however, losingtoClemson, 7-2, and to Georgia Tech,
8--1. Murray finlshed sixth in a
(leld ol 10 at the Cape Coral
Invitational.
One bright spot tn the meet
was Mike Whitty's near clcfeat
of John O'Brian of Trinlty College, the No. 33 ranked nctt.er
in U.S. tennis.
O'Brian went on to become the
winner in the singles competition
at Lhe Cape Coral meet. Mississippi State won in the team competition.
The Hacers won only one match
against Georgia Tech. This came
when Whitty defeated Steve
Menke, 4-6, 6-3, S-4.
Th following day the Racers
suffer~d nearly the same fate as
they lost to Clemson, 7-2.
~!ark Raznich was the lone
1\1 urra,y victor in the singles
play, defeating Sar Praz Hahim,
1-6, &-6, ~3. The Thoroughbred
combination of Andre Cote and
Hcznich defeated Clemson's
David Wilkins and Reynolds 2-6,
8--G, 7· 5, for the only other MSU
win in the match.
The complete Murray scores:
Against Georgia Tech: J i m
Novisky lost to John Gilbert, 4-6,
~2, 6-4; Cote was clcfeated by
Bob Spiker, &-0, ~4; Reznich lost
to Larry Turville, 9-7, ().2. Bob
Willett succumbed to Christ
Brown, 6-4, S.2; Whitty defeated
Steve Menke, 4-6, 6-3, 6-4; and
Bill Trunnell was downed by
Steve Willis, S-2, 6-3.
1 n the doubles matches Novitl>ky and Rezhich lost to Gllbart
and Turville, 9-7, 7-5; Cote and
Whitty lost to Spiker and Menke,
S-3, 9-7; and Trunnell and Willett lost to Brown and Willis,
6-0, 4-6, 6-1.
Against Clemson: l':ovitsky lost
to David Cooper, S-1, 6-4; Reznich clcfeatcd Sar Fraz Rahim,
1-6, 8-6, 6-3; Cote lost to Eddie
Shlton, 6-1, 6-2. Willettc lost
to Mickey Kelaideis, ~3, 4-6,
7-5; Whitty lost to Jim Poling.
0-6, 6-4, 6-4; and Larry Niemeyer was humbled by !Avid
Wtlldns, S.l, 6-0.

"Willett defeated Western's Hector Cordero, who was the OVC
champ last year In the No. 5
position."
Murray w I 11 face Memphis
State May 3 In their last home
match ci the season.
The complete Murray scores:
Against Morehead, Jim Novitr
sky defeated Jim Miller, 12-8;
Mark Reznich topped Jim Lopez,
12--10; Andre Cote put downstevc
Wright, 12-5.
Bob Willett upstaged Rick Eisert, 12-3; Mike Whitty turned back
John Schwan, 12-5; andBillTrunnell lost to Richard Emery, 1S.
14, in a close one.
The doubles saw the NovitskyWhitty team outduel Miller and
Wright, 8-0; but Cote-Reznich
were upended by Lopez.Eisert,
8--7.
Against Eastern, Novitsky lost
to Sparky Snyder, S-2, S.4; Rezn1ch defeated Tom Davis, 6-3,
S.4; Cote knocked off Mike Jeff.
eries, 1-6, 6-2, 6-2. Willett took
Kent Cballin, ~2, 6-3; Whitt,}·
topped Lindy Riggins. S-3, 5-7,

and 7-5; and Larry Niemeyer euged Jack Curse, 6-2, 7-5.
The doubles: l':ovitsky-Reznich
defeated Snyder-Cruse, 12-5;
Cotc-Reznich shaded Dlvi!Nefferies, 6-0, 4-6, and 7-5; and Willett and Trunnell teamed to put
back Rlggines and Chalfin, 12-9.
In theloslngcausetohostWestern, Novitsky was knocked out
by Terry Hassell, 6-4, 7-5; Reznlch defeated Ed Eberth, ~6.
8-6, 6-3; and Cote was upenclcd
by Mart;}' Robinson, 6-2, 9-7.
Whitty lost to Richard Gilmore, ~2. 6-4; Wlllett defeated
the touted Cordero, 6-1, S.2; and
Niemeyer lost to Pedro Valentine, 6-2, S-2.

The l\ovitsky-Whitty doubles
combination clicked as they stopcombination clicked as they topped Hassell and Robinson, S-3,
6-4; but Reznlch and Cote lost
to Eberth and Gilmore, 4-6, 1· 5
and S-2, in a cliffhanger. Niemeyer and Trunnell were defeated by Cordero and \'alentine
by a slim 2-6, 8-6, S-2.

Murray Netters Beaten
By Three SEC Powers
The Racer tennis squad played
ln a quadrangular meet at the
University of Tennessee Aprill9
-20, the tailend oC spring vacation. Included in Ute meet were
three SEC powers, 'the University
oC Tennessee, Mississippi State,
and the University of Georgia.
Tht.• Thoroughbreds finished
last in the meet, losing to ~lis
sissippi State, 9-0, Tennessee,
5- 4, and to Georgia. 5-4.
The complete Murray totals
for the meet:
Against Mississippi State Murray failed to win a match.
Jim Novitsk.v lost to John 'Edmond, 4-6, S-3, 6-2; Mark Reznich lost to Pierre Lamarche,
6-3, G-1; Andre • Cote lost to
Hob Cadawallader, 6-4, S-2. Mike
\\.' hitty lost to Hugh Thomson,
6-2, 6-2; Bob Willett lost to Glen
Grisillo, 6-2, 6-1; Bill Trunnell
lost to Mack Cameron, 6-0, S.O.
In the doubles competition Novitsky and Whitty lost to Edmond
Lamarche, 2-6, S.l, 11-9; Cote
and Reznich lost to Thompson
and Hockey, 6-3, G-2; and Willett and l':iemer
lett and Niemeyer lost to Grisello and Cadawallader, 7-5, S.l.
Against Georgia Murray won
three matches in the singles conr
petition and one in the doubles.
Novitsky lost to Shipper, 124; Reznich defeated Ortiz, 12·
10; Cote defeated Camy.lo, 128. Whitty lost to Bailer, 12-5;
Willett beat Fuller, 12-2; and
Trunnell lost to Watrous, 12-2.
In the doublescompetitionNovvi.tsky -Whitty lost to Ortiz and
Shipper, 12-7; Cote - Remich
defeated Camylo -Fuller, 12--8;
and Wlllett and Trunnell lost to
Huffman and Bailey, 12-8.

The Racers also lost to Tenressce by a score of 5-4, taking
two wins In the singles and two
in the doubles.
Novitsky lost to Mozur, 6-1,
6-0; Reznich was trounced by
Ward, 6-1, 6-0; Cote lost to
Scheurmann, 7-5, 6-1. Whitty clcfeated Ruch, &.6, S.O; Willett
defeated M.cMorrough, S.:l, 6-l;
and !'l:iemC.)'er lost to Grinnan,
7-5, 9-7.
In the doubles r\ovitsky and
Whitty beat Scheuermann and
Ward, 10-8, 6-3; Cote - Reznich
clcteated ~lcMorrough a n d Mazur, 6-2, .2-6, G-2 •

The MUS tennh scpad successfully completed a home stand by
defeating Austin Peay and Indiana t;niversity here April 10
and 11.
The Murray State netters shut
out Austin Pca.y, 9-0, befoc takIng on the Hoosiers. They then
defeated Indiana, 7-2, on the following day by sweeping the
single:; competition and losing
two in the doubles matches.
The complete Murray scores:
Against Austin Peay: Jim Novitsky beat Bill Lcfko, ~. 6-2;
Andre Cote defeated James
Lucas, 6-3, 6-3; Mark Resinlch
got by Jon Kessell, 6-3, 6-4.
Bob Willett downed Mike Marshall, 6-1, 6-1; Mike Whitty topped Bernie Marreno, 6-1, 6-0;
and Bill '1\lrnnell took Joe Mul'ray, 6-1, 6-3.
In the doubles competition Novitsky and Whitty defeated Lefko and Marshall, 6-0, 6-0; Cote
and Reznich beat lAlcas and KesselJ, 6-2, 6-2; and Willett and
Trunnell knocked off Murray and
Mierjewskl, 6-0, 6-3.
Against Indiana University the
Throughbreds took every match
in the singles competition.
Novitsky edged Dave Brown.
6-3, 7-5; Cote slipped past Chuck
Parsons, 3-6, 7-5, 8-6; Reznich
shaded .Mike Meis, 6-4, 3-6, G-2.

Whitty outdid Darrel &lively, ~7,
~; Willett beat Dave Schumacher, 6-1, 7-5; and Trunnell trimmed Wes ~ce, 5-7, ~. 7-5.
The Racers lost two matches
in the doubles competition to Lhe
Hoosiers. Murray's Novitsky and
Whitty were defeated by Brown
and Parsons, 8-6, 1-6, 6-3; and
Cote and Reznic h teamed up to ·
defeat Indiana's Mels and Schumacher, 6-3, 6-4, before Willett
and Trunnell lost to Hoosiers
~nee and S'lively, 1-6, 6-3, 9-7.

Faculty Basketball
Set for Tomorrow;

Will Aid Children
A faculty basketball game will
be played at 6:30 in the ~rts
Arena.
Male members of the faculty
will be the players supported by
the female members as cheer·
leaders.
Admission will be 25 cents with
all proceeds going to handicapped
children,
The game is being sponsored
by Alpha Gamma Delta 50Cial
sorority.
Tickets may be purchased from
any member of Alpha Gamma
Delta Jn the SJB. or at the door.

r-------- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - -

TUERS BODY SHOP
1301 CHESTNUT

24-Hoar Wrecker Service
D1y Phone ••• 753·3134
N ight Phon• .,.. 753-3303 1nd 753-6177

"WRECKS A

SPECIALTY~'

FOR ALL YOUR
FORMAL NEEDS

The College Shop

Family Shoe Store
510 MAIN ST.

.GLENN C. WOODEN, OWNER

OPEN
EVERY FRIDAY

MURRAY, KY. TILL 8:00 P. M .

'

.)
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Only 690 Ballots Cast
In Murray ·choice '68'
Only about 600 students voted
lu the Choice '68 poll held here
last Wednesday, according toJay
Rayburn, chairman of the Judicial Board.
The ballots listed 13 candidates for president, with questions on the war in Viet Nam
and domestic spending for urban
needs.
The final results or the nationwide pall will be announced
ln New York this week by the
executive director, Robert Harris. Tho project, which cost an estimated $250,000, was spOnsored
by Time magazine.
Choice '68 was taken at 1,,154
colleges and universities, with
an expected 2 million to 2,5
million students voting.
The poll is politically significant as both Kennedy and McCarthy, two of the Democratic
candidates, claim to han• the
supp01-t of college students.
The ballot, printed on a computer punch card, asked the students to indicate age and party
preference and to choose an an<;wer from five alternati\'es to each
of the policy questions.
l''red Halstead, a Socialist
Worker candidate from New
York, headed the alphabetical
llst of contenders. The seven
Hepublicans on the ballot were
Sen, Mark 0. Hatfield of Or&o
gon, Mayor ,John V. Lindsay of
New York, former VIc~ President Hlchard .M. Nixon, Gov.
Ronald Reagan of California,

CHOICE

CAMPAIGNERS • • •••

n.. """

me mbers of the e~mpus McCuthy·for· Prealct.nt
commltt" actively cempelgned for their candl·
date during last wMk's " Choice '68" balloting on

' Draft Not to Effect
Graduate School,'
Tesseneer States
It appears that the oow draft
.tal~ s

restricting graduate su...
dent will not effect thls universit,y'.s Graduate School.
Not anticipating a decline in
graduate enrollment at MSU, Dr.
Ralph Tesscneer, dean of the
Gl'aduate School, eY!JCcts "as
many as we had this time.''

Dr. Tesseneer explained his
asswnption was "on the basis or
the people writing in applications. "

OUR SIHCERE THUKS
campus. McCerthyltM are ( left to right) AlfrH
Miller, Central City; Mike Duffy, Marion; and
Joe Albritton, Murray.

No National Candidates Coming
This Sen1ester, SO Announces
The Student Council will not
present any lectures or featured
speakers belore the end of this
semester, according toKayHart,
lecture chairman,
The Student Council has been
in the process of getting Sen.
Robert F. Kennedy or the Hon.
Richard Nixon to speak to the student body. Due to the primary elections, rugged campaigns, and
·tack o( time neither man hns
been able to appear.
Miss Hart told Ule council
that Sen. Kennedy might be scheduled in September, following the
result of the Democratic convention.
Mike Sanford, president of the
Student Organization, read a letter received from Mr. Roy Wilkins, president of the l"ational

Gov. Nelson A. Rockefeller of
New York, Harold E. Stassen of
Minnesota, and Sen. Charles II.
Percy of Dlinois.
Democrats on the list were
President Lyndon B. Johnson,
Robert F. Kennedy of New York,
and Sen. Eugene McCarthY of
Minnesota,
Former Alabama Gov. George
C. Wallace appeared as the candidate of the American Independent Party, and U1e late Dr.
~1artln Luther King Jr. was listed as an independent.
President Johnson's name 81>'
peared on the ballot, as lt was
printed before his announcement, as does that or slain
civil rights leader L>r. King,

LEACH'S
Music

I want to thank the members of the staff, f.culty,
and students of the Industrial Arts Education d.
p.,tment at M.S.U. for the tremendous help they
have been In connection with the tornado which
destroyed my home at Aurora.

DIXIELAND CENTEI

Association for the Advancement
of Colored People, requesting a
donation to help free five Texas
State University students accused
or murder.
The letter asked for the donations to help pay the court
costs during the trial proceedings.
The Student Council, on a motion by Spencer Solomon, agreed
to publish the letter In The :\ews
and let the students do as they
wished.

Gary Oakley and Family

KEEP YOUR CAR OR THE

ROLL
Wilh

Sanford welcomed the new
council members with, "I told
you before the election, that if
you didn't want to get with the
government to get. out." Sanford
also said, "After the back-slaJ>ping you really have to work."

Dunlop

Security

GuU

Four and Eight Track

STEREO CARTRIDGE TAPES
THE FOUR TOPS
THE SUPREMES
THE MONKEYS
THE TEMPTATIONS
SAM & DAVE
ODIS REDDING
THE ROLLING STONES
HERB ALPERT
THE VANILLA FUDGE

,.,-

Hercules
WIDE TREADS

and a host of others

REO STRIPE OR WHITEWALLS

GREAT FOR THE CAR, GREAT FOR THE HOME,
GREAT FOR THE BEACH

I

I

CHUCK'S MUSIC CEITEB
YOUR

CARTRID~E

TAPE HEADQUARTERS

4th
&

Elm Sts.

Tires
All
Sizes

LOVETT BROS.
Murray, Ky.

GULF SERVICE

753-5011

